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SUMMARY 

Ten homogeneous areas typical of different geological soil materlals 
of Iha peninsula (Spain) were selected for study. All soil characteris

tics were studied "In situ", io set up a basis for correlating these data 
with the photolnlerpretatlons from the avallable aerial photographs. The 
aerlal photographs were taken In 1956 and the scale was approximate! y 
1: 30 .ooo. 

The physlographlc characteristics of each area are summarized and 
the geological, botanical and pedologlcai characteristics are discussed. 
A study of the photo-elements of the aerial photographs and the terrain 
elements such as drainage, topography, erosion, etc, was made and 
correlated with the tralflcabfllty conditions of each area. 

These studies have led to certain conclusions that can be applied 
directly In some cases. However, they cannot be applied universally. 
It is felp that the eflects of the climatic environment on the material must 
be studied to develop definitive relationships. 

The work Is illustrated with graphs of climate, geomorphology, sle
.reoscoplc aerial photographs and photographic views of the selected test 
areas. A summary key Is included which provides a summary of lhe 
proper lies of the test areas. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The first problem that arose at the beginning of this work was the 
s<1lectlon of representative areas. Since, the very great geological and 
climatic variety of our country exerts a decisive Influence on edapho
geological aspects and phytologlcal associations which have a direct and 
Important consequences on the collection of date for the contemplated 
basic study, of this undertaking had to be decisively restricted because 
ol the limited time available. In principle twenty five different represen·
tatlve materials were selected but they were finally reduced to ten by 
more a rigorous selection, We believe this figure to be sufficie11tly high 
for the starting of this type of work. Naturally, there are far more dif
ferent materials and climaflc variations experienced In our Peninsula 
because of its latitude and topographical position. These laclors Imply 
large dlferences even on the materials themselves but It will be readily 
appreciated that it Is Impossible to deal with the whole• problem at once. 
Although the soils formed on the materials are already fairly well known 
by us, this ls not the case when the aim pursued is that of correlating 
them with the traffic they may stand. This is particularly so if these co
rrelatfons are sought to be established by taking the interpretation of 
aerial photographs, as a standard basis. This speciality which we had 
not worked on until very recently, requires a good preparation 1 a· theo
retical one-readily assimilated - which Is a solid practical one. This 
can only be achieved as time goes on and by lull devotion to it. 

For this reason we have found it difficult to deviate from our Idea of 
being assisted in our work by numerous field and laboratory tests which, 
although known, has normally had to be handled with el<lreme care as 
our back of experience could lead us to important errors. Although In 
photogrametry and other photo-interpretation appllcallons, It Is possible 
to correlate and expound everything in conclusive, or at least fairly 
exact, mathematical terms, the whole becomes more subtle when deal
ing with the photo-analysis of soil properties with direct relation to lraf
flcabillty. ii is then necessary lo take into account important data which 
vary seasonally as is the case, for instance, the degree of humidity of 
soils or the textural and structural composition; these data can only be 
analysed by delicate inspection coupled with laboratory tests, These va
lues can only be lmperlectly gathered from aerial photography, never 
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in a definite way. Since the existing pholographlcal coverage poses un
solvable questions among which we may mention, for instance, that we 
only have a flight at the approximate scale of 1/30.000, only al one 
season on only one type of sensitive photographic carrier, ii really 
renders our purposes more complica te. 

We have also noticed that the grey tones, so important in the setting 
up of correlations, do not remain steady but unexplainable, vary from 
a photograph to the next, either the preceding or the following one in 
the stereoscopic pair, this error can only be ascribed lo uncontrolled 
effects' 1n the photographic process. 

Bearing In mind these difflcultles, no doubt less pronounced when 
selecting the areas on our own choice, we foresaw the advisability of 
previously effecting the relevant surveys of each area. Acting on this 
Idea, joint teams of edaphologists, botanists and geologists were sent 
lo the preselected areas, this borne fruit In that the final selection, 
which as we have said previously, was reduced lo ten areas which 
are schematically set down in what follows: 

ON CONSOLIDATED MATERIALS 
AREA I - Soils on limestones (Miocene - Pontiense) 
AREA ii - Solis on limestones (Cretaceous - Turonian - Albian -

Cenomaniam and Apllan) 
AREA ill - Solis on shales (Cambrian - Posldamian) 
AREA IV - Soils on granite (Intrusive or Igneous rocks) 

ON SEMICONSOLIDATED MATERIALS 
AREA V - Soils on Madrid delrilal facles (Miocene - Vindobonian -

Tortonian) 
AREA VI - Soils on chalks and gypseous marls (Miocene) 
AREA Vii - Soils on allernance of marls and sandstones ( Oligo

cene) 

ON UNCONSOLIDATED MATERIALS 
AREA VIII - Soils on sandy ground (Quaternary) 
AREA IX - Soils on low lands (Pliocene) 
AREA X - Solis on non-rolled and travertine deposits (Quaternary) 

Graphically the approximate situation of the areas may also be seen 
In the scheme of the page 9, 

Their importance relative to the total peninsular area, roughly esti
mated, may be seen in the table of the page 9, 

In this introduction we wish to clarify some points relating to traf
ficabilily. This is affected by any factor of either natural or cultivation 
development, and thus mention may be made of the Importance of lrre
gularllies on the superficial terrain, the general physiographlc aspect 
of marked importance for slopes, the vegetable cover, surface runoff 
waters and internal hydrological factors; man-made changes in the cul-
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lfvatlon aspects of the ground also directly affect the trallicability aims. 
As an example we shall mention the terracing of large tracts or the 
levelling up for irrigation purposes, drainage channels. . . etc, and 
other types of cultural practices corresponding to the idiosyncracy of 
the different natural regions Jn which man brings to light their regional 
characteristics, a point of importance Jn Spain in view of her pro
nounced traditionalism • 
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A close connection - and we are stressing this - always links the 
foregoing with the intrinsic characteristics of the soil factor, consider
ing as such· that part of the earth crust with marked evolutionary trends 
of a biological type. Thus the soil factor is of great importance. We 
shall have to consider its power or capacity to stand all the tensile 
and compressive series of erosive - in the case of trafficability- for
ces, water avalanches, etc. and which on account of its special nature 
will not behave similarly in all cases. 

Climatological phenomena also exert their action on soils and hence 
seasonal changes as well as all the causes and effects inherent to such 
changes will also influence the trafficabil fly. 

The biggest problem in our appronch to traflicabillty of soils is the 
determination of the type of soil lrom the aerial photography only; once 
the type becomes know and classified the traflicability may be estima
ted. ii is therefore essential lo have a previous knowledge of ·the re
gions to study 1 particularly as regards their geology 1 drainage, vege
tation, topography, climate and cultural history. Some of these factors 
may be ascertained by photo-interpretation, others will have lo be ba
sed on other sources of information or on the terrain itself if we wish 
to arrive at an accurate estimation or at least a fairly close one to 
that of trafficability the less scientlfica data we have in our hands the 
lower this accurancy. 

In addition to what has been said it is necessary to bear in mind, 
not only that the characteristics of some simple factors prevent esti
mation of traflicability al times but that they themselves interfere with 
one another, making this estimation complex, e.g. the hydrographical 
characteristics or terrain irregularities cannot become manifest if a 
dense vegetation cover prevents it. When this happens we must make 
the estimation by others means, the best of them being by the type of 
soil and its properties. 

In the present work the problem becomes considerably reduced since 
areas perfectly know were chosen and in addition a detailed survey has 
been made of their soils and vegetation; a labour which we hope will 
bear fruit In a perfect estimation of their trafficable properties. 
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DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE SELECTED AREAS 

A) CONSOLIDATED MATERIALS 

AREA I 

Location and physiography. N. W. of Brihuega in the province of 
Guadalajara, at the N. E. corner of the topographic sheet of the same 
name, No. 511 of the "Mapa Topografico Nacional 11 (M.T.N.) scale 
1: 50. 000 printed by the 11 1nstltuto Geograflco y Catastral 11 • 

The area studied corresponds to the area represented in aerial pho
tograph No. 35. 428 - Roll 347, taken on March 14, 1. 957, and its 
stereoscopic pair, of approximate scale 1 : 30. 000. Its limits range from 
oo 43' to oo 50' E. longitude and 400 46' to 400 50' N. latitude. 

Topographycally it is a meseta or high plain of approximately 1 .000 
metres height, which has been deephy excavated by some water cour
ses as may seen from the N. W. of the photograph. These water cour
ses are less than 800 metres and appear to trim this meseta, giving ii 
the aspect of structural blocks of varying extension. 

The area is semiarid in general; the meseta or high plain that has 
been formed is due to the presence of abundant Miocene limestones, 
which constitute the classic "Paramos" of the region called "Alcarrla 11 • 

ft Is colonized by a vegetal cover of sch rub, not very thick and it is 
almost completely absent from the more agricultural areas. The natu
ral vegetation has been felled there with the breaking up of the ground 
for the setting up of unirrlgated cereal monocultivatlon, presenting to 
the sight a desolate aspect, or rather a desolate but grandiose appea
rance and of wide panoramic horizons whose contemplation ls not pre
vented by the gentle undulations, 

The area is crossed at its N. W. and S. E. angles by two rivers, 
the Badie!, an affluent of the river Henares on the left side, and the 
Tajuna, a tributary of the Tagus, on its right side, but which do not 
imply a particular differentiation since they flow through fissures crea
ted in these calcareous paramos more than 100 metres below the area 
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mean level, and so their influence arises from considerations of a geo
logical level. Diagonally the area is crossed by the radial national road 
from Madrid to Barcelona, in one of its straightest runs; ii is a spar
sely populated area. The average local density amounts to 15 inhabitants 
per square kilometre. 

The climatic data may be seen on the following graph: 

GUADALAJARA (68Sm) 14,77-C 471.41•• 
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The rate of lnflltratlon of rain waters Is high and It may be said 
that no current runoff lakes place due lo the type of materlals, fissured 
limestones with cavities even of the cavernous type, which allow the 
fast percolallon to deeper clayey layers within the same Miocene slra
llflcallon. The facillty ol percolatlon itself allows us lo estimate that the 
evaporatfon, is considerably fast, also for the same reasons, and as a 
result a humidity minimum Is produced before the summer season with 
a pF near to the 11wlltlng point". 

Geological characteristics. The llthological ccinstllullon of these plains 
Is constant, limestones of the Miocene age being found on the Upper or 
Pontlense stages and constituting the physiographic unit called 11paramos 11 • 

Changes in this calcareous materlal give rise to autochthonous soils 
- about which we shall speak later - which In general show lltlle depth, 
laying bare the said limestones. The latter are quite fossiliferous with 
lerruglnous aureoles, these characters placlng them within the Pontlense. 

The formations overlylng to the limestones may be classlfied as be
longlng to the Sarmatian and Tortonian, more on account of their stra
tigraphic position than because of other details, and which really are a 
delrilic facies, the upper one, and another chemlcal facies, the gypseous 
one. They answer the followlng general scheme: 

AREA I 
BRIHUEGA (GUADALAJARA) 

s- rt .541 µ[_: l L L I t ; I [ I I I 
r ! ! t t I ! I I I I I ,q•;• ?Til 

~ QUATERNARY 

~ MIOCENE - Pontiense Limestone 

Pedologlc survey. The soils on Pontiense limestones extend over a 
very gently undulated relief and because of this only a little erosion and 
local accumulation can be appreciated without deep gullies; the solls may 
be regarded as autochthonous soils - formed "in situ". Soundings made 
throughout the area show slight variations, predominating the following 
descending topographical "calena": 

Calcareous lithosolls ·- skeletal like rendzlne soils-calcareous and 
stony brown and brown-reddish soils - Earthed and browned Terra 
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Rossa and Terra Rossa relicts in calcareous cavities and fissures. 
Their genetic chronology places them in the reverse sense. The 

original soil may be stated to be the Terra Rossa resulting from the 
alteration and intense decomposition by direct leaching of the limestone 
( 5) followed by a rubefactlon of iron oxides. Subsequently, upon a 

change in the climatic conditions, In some cases have undergone a 
browning, but as a rule an earthing as a result of which the present 
"climax" soil are calcareous brown and brown-reddish soils with slight 
Intermediate stages of brownish Terra Rossa. As already stated all of 
them are of little depth. The superficial erosion has denuded areas on 

which at present, In the best of cases, a like rendzine soil Is Vormed 
and when this is not the case the calcareous boulder, chemically tittle 
altered, outcrops. 

Two soil profiles have been taken. The first one represents the 
more dominant stage. Through its erosion we arrive at the stony sta
ges, even at calcareous 1 lthosolls. 

The second profile is not the most dominant but It shows the origi
nal stage of the soils formed on this calcareous material. 

The characteristics of both will be described now. 

PROFILE I 

Site - Brlhuega 
Location - At the Caballo road, in the paramo, near the village. 
Topography - Very gently undulated. 
Vegetation - Bush. 
Agriculture - Unirrlgated cereal. 
Original material - Pontiensian Limestones (Miocene). 
Drainage - Fast, external and internal. 
Prollle development - A / B / C. 
Height - 1 • 000 metres. 

Depth 
in 

cm 

14 

Horizon 

A 

Description 

Colour 10 YR 4/3. Regular amounts 
of organic matter. Abundant roots and 
limestone fragments of medium and 
small size throughout the horizon. Silty 
- sand texture and granular grumous
tending structure, of weak consistency. 
Permeability is fast and calcium car
bonate is abundant. Transition from 
A to B is almost difluse, 



Depth 
In 

cm 

15-30 

Over JO 

Horizon 

(B) 

c 

Description 

Colour 10 YR 5/3. Pierced by roots 
and more abundant and larger sized 
llmestone fragments. Loamy-clayey
sahd texture, of mor1~ developed gra
nular structure and also with a ten
dency to form grumes somewhat more 
consistent than the former. Permeabi
lity Is also fast and calcium carbonate 
continues to abound. Transltlbn to the 
C Hor. is more abrupt. 

This is the pure limes tone, highly fis
sUrad and with cavities in which Terr-a 
Rossa r-elicts may be seen. This origi
nal material r-eadily becomes split up. 
For this reason it is found all over the 
profile. 

Other remarks - Blologlcaf activity Is scarce and the degr-ee of humi
dity of the profile Is very low. The proflle has low water-retention 
power. The Upper areas are practlcally lithosolls or skeletal llke r-end
zlne sofls. The tiffed area Is really (B)p /C soil. 
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PROFILE II 

Site - Pozo de Guadalajara. 
Location - Km 3, Pozo de Guadalajara road. 
Topography - Undulated. 
Vegetation - Bush. 
Agriculture - Unlrrlgated cereal. 
Original material - Ponlienslan Limestones (Miocene). 
Drainage - Fast external and internal. 
Profile development - Ap / B / C. 

Depth 
In 

cm 

0-15 

15-40 

40-70 

16 

Horizon 

Ap 

Description 

Colour 2, 5 YR 3/6. Relativity abun
dant organic matter, Worm remains 
are observed and in general a good 
biological activity. Good penetrabii ily 
by roots. Sandy-silt texture, estruc
tured in medium consistency grumes. 
Fast to medium permeabil ily. Carbo
nates present. Transition to B hor. is 
abrupt. In reality this Ap horizon must 
be regarded as an accumulation hori
zon through the slope and cultivation. 

Fair amount of organic matter. Well 
penetrated by roots and with some bio
logical activity. Soil of colour 2, 5 YR 
4/6, silt slightly sandy texture which 
appears in grumes of Weak consistency. 
High plasticity and fragments or hard 
limestone are observed. Permeabll ity, 
good to medium. Gradual transition lo 
B2 horizon. Reacts with HCI. 

Colour 5 YR 4/8. Still displays some 
biological activity. Clayey-silt, struc
tured in angular polyhedron of small 
slz:e and strong consistency. Permea
bility, medium lo fair. Many limestone 
fragments throughout the horizon mass. 
Transition to the next horizon is abrupt. 
Calcium carbonate reaction. 



Depth 
in 

cm 

Over 70 

Horizon 

C1/C 

Description 

It is limestone in decomposition. Va
riable depth with red coloratloh signs 
( rubefaction) . Trahsitioh between C 1 
and C horizohs In very diffuse. The 
C horizon is formed by ihe hard and 
white Pontiensian limestone, forming 
cavities which may give orlglh to frag
ments which are then seen In the pro
file. Reaction with HCI Increases with 
depth. 

Remarks. - Here we have Terra Rossa deposits, at present highly 
earthed but not browned. 

ANALYTICAL DAT A 

Mechanical analysis 

Horizon 
Coarse sand Fine sand Sift Clay 

% % % % 

PROFILE 
A 15,50 34,00 32,00 18,00 

(B) 9,80 22,00 34,00 33,00 

PROFILE It 
Ap 3,40 24,90 36,40 31'40 
B1 10,20 19,00 19,20 49,30 
B 10,50 22, 10 14,50 50,90 

c1fc 11 '70 41 ,40 17,00 28,20 

Physical anal~sis 

Horizon Bulk dens. Particle dens. Porosity Permeabillty 

PROFILE 
A 0,94 2,52 62 435 

(B) 0,83 2,65 68 560 
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Classification of the soil. - USTOCREPT CALCORTIDICO. 
Botanical Investigations. - In this area of the 11pB.ramos 11 on Poh

tlensian limestones the potential vegetation is constituted by arboreal 

communities belonging to the Quercion-ilicis alliance, which represehts 

the general "climax" of the region, an alliance essentially constituted 

by the "carrascal 11 (pin-oak groves) of Ouercus llex ssp. roJundlfolia 
in shallow calcareous soils and Q. lusllanlca ssp. valentina, 11roble -
guejigoll ( muricated oak) in areas mainly facing northwards and In 
areas of greater depth of the soil. 

Although the forest in dense in some of the areas, as a rule and 
due to ahthropozoogenic action; it is poor in number of species ahd; 
similarly, shrubby species are not abundant nor do they vary Inside 
the forest, but on the other hand they are numerous in the bushes 
originated by the destruction of the former. It is typical, therefore, the 

·presence of a degraded bush known by the name of "tomlliar 11 and In 
which the most important characteristic is the replacement ol the tlro
mero" (Rosmarinus officinalis) by Salvia favandulaefolia, a substitution 
caused by the low winter tempet"atUres prevailing In these Hparamos 11 • 

As typical especles of these bushes, some of them indicating a de
graded holm-oak grOve, we have: Ouercus coccifera, TeucriUhi cha
maedys, Carex halleriana, Linun no·rbonense, lnula h1ontaha. In open 
spaces there is an abundance of calcicolous plants such as Genista 

scorpius, Euphorbia nicaensis, Lavandula latifolia, Salvia -lavandulae

folia, Thymus vulgaris, Phlomis lycnitis, Teucrium gr. pollum, He
lianthemum cl. origanifolium, H. gr. polifolium, Siderltis sps., Hlp
pocrepls bourgaei, Coron ii la minima, Santolina chamaecyparisUs; etc; 
Medicago suffruticosa ssp. leiocarpa. 

Among cereal cultivations and stubbles there is an abundance of an

nual plants such as Papaver ssp., Veronica triphylla, V. praecox, 
V. hederaefol ia, Erophila verna, Hutchinsia petraea, Lolium risidum, 
Linaria hirta, etc. 

Where there is more soil and it is cooler, thorny bushes of murica--· 
ted oak plantations are abundant: Rosa sp. (2-3m height), Prunus spi-
1}£§ ( 1 m) , Crataegus monogyna ( 1 - 4 m) , with Isolated muricated 
oaks and pin- oaks. 

In sheep-walks for flocks (cattle roads and its neighbourhood) with 
more soil and frequented by cattle, without soil tillage, a thick turf 
grows which is very green in the spring. We are giving an inventory 
of this pasture using the sigmatist method of BRAUN-BLANQUET ( 1). 

4.3 Poa bulbosa ( " ) 
2.2 Festuca rubra ( II ) 

1 . 2 Lolium perenne ( II ) 

2.2 Cynodon dactyl on ( II ) 

2.2 Brom us erectus. 
1 . 2 Dactyl is hispanica. 
1 . 2 Erophila verna. 
1 . 1 Veronica arvensis ( II ) 

18 

1 • 2 
+ 

1 . 2 
+ 

2.2 
1 . 2 
1 . 2 
1 . 1 

Trlfolium sp. 
Medicago suffruticosa ssp. ( 11) 
Hippocrepis cf. bourgaei ( 11) 
Coron ill a minima. 
Plantago lanceolata ( 11) 
Merendera pyrenaica ( 11) 
Erodium cicutarium. 
Anthemis cf. arvensis. 



1 • 1 Cerasllum cf. pumilum. 1 • 3 Achillea odorata. 
1. 1 Arenarla serpyll ifol ia. 1. 2 Gali um verum ( " ) 
+ Plantago coronopus ( " ) + Salvia verbenacea ( " ) 
+ Geranium molle ( " ) ~ Taraxacum obovatum. 

2.2 Taraxacum cf. laevlgatum. + Erynglum campestre. 

+ Evax cf. pygmaea. 

In the areas where the primitive soils has been longer preserved a 
few acldophllous species appear, specially represented by the wide
leaf cistus (Clstus laurlfollus) very typical of Sorian "paramos". In 
eroded places this cistus is located under holm-oaks and common ju
nipers, where the soll Is less alkaline and there Is abundant organic 
matter of difficult decomposition. The Tymus zygls Is very typical of 
!he degrades bushes of this area, but also accompanies the T. wlga
ris In the moor near lo Muduex. 

As we have said the permanent forest is of "quejigos" fn waterways 
and holm-oaks on hillocks, particularly if !hey a"e stony. With the "que
jlgos" there Is abundant cislus (Cistus laurifolius) together with common 
juniperus ( Junlperus communls) also of decalcified soils; with the pin
oak there Is abundant thyme (Thymus zigis), with lavander (Lavandula 
lallfolla), Euphorbia nicaeensls, Genista scorpius, Teucrium pollum, 
Saturela montana, Antyllis vulnerarfa ssp., Helianthemum orlganffollium 
and other calcicolous plants already mentioned. in this pasture there is 
abundance of Brachypodium phoenicoides, Koeleria vallesiana, Bromus 
erectus, Sangulsorba minor ssp. , Se sell montanum, several Cladonla. (very 
typical lichens) and bushes, already mel11Toned. It is a pasture of some
what dry Mediterranean mountain (Iberian m.eseta climate but a llttle 
dry) • Brachypodium ramosum indicates the poorest and stony rendzlnes, 
whereas B. phoenicoldes indicates small depressions where clay be
comes accumulated. 

Photointerpretative analytical study. - In the analysis ol photo-interpre
tation elements a logical order must be loll owed. The basis of the study 
Hes in the stereoscopic pair; thus we must first analyse the intrinsic 
characterislics of the aerial photographs or photo-elements. ~n the 
photo-interpretative aspect they may be reduced to three: tone, tex
ture and scale of the photograph. 

~n a second step we m•1st study the characteristics of the photo
graphic image, bearing in mind that it represents the present super
ficial aspect and that this aspect is a consequence of the Influences or 
vicissitudes thal the terrain has experienced from immemorial time to 
the moment of the photographic impression. This leads us to consider 
the terrain elements. These may be reduced to six basic ones, na
mely: regional drainage, aopography, local erosion, vegetation and cul
tivation influences, and seasonal influences. 

Of the whole analysis of the particularities displayed by the aerial 
photograph, we must take those leadlng us to evaluate more accura
tely the more approximate solution of the problem as posed. In this 
way we can handle a series of elements which are derived by reduc-
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lion, which vary for each case of particular application, and which for 
our purposes may be reduced to two: the original material and the 
properties of the soil, (considering all the factors that may affect it). 

Photograph data: NQ 35. 428. Roll. 347 Date March 14, 1 • 957 
Flight height 4.572 meters; Focal distance 151,36. 

The tone of the central photograph has not been sufficiently develo
ped In the laboratory process; It can thus bee seen that Its preceding 
and following pairs are of different tonalities, the darker photograph 
being NQ 35, 429 and the clearer 35. 427, perhaps Influenced by the 
greater supertlcial abundance of vegetation, whose reflecting power is 
smaller. This coupled with a correction in the development process, 
may explain why the same areas have different tonaliiles in the three 
photographies. 

The overall texture Is essentially mottled. Only tilled and natural 
areas, make vary It. The linear texture is the main one In tilled areas 
and the Botryoldal, little marked, corresponds to the vegetation areas. 
There are some areas In which a smooth texture hardly becomes ma

nifest. 
The photograph scale at the central part Is 1 /30. 743 exactly deter-

mined by the formula 5 = ~ where 5 Is the scale, H the flight height 
f 

and f the focal distance of the camera; or by two central points 
on the photograph with their homologues on a topographical map of 
known scale, establish Ing an Inversely proportional ratio. 

The data we evaluate on tone and texture should have been contro
led with photographs taken at different scales. The lack of coverage at 
other scales, and In different seasons, prevented us from doing It. 

We have drawn the hydrographlc network with the elements noti
ceable on the ground, in general fines and for all subsequent cases we 
evaluate on It the different types of network, their density or relationship 
between the length of the courses and the area supporting them j the 
orientation, a concept over which the slope exerts considerable Influence, 
and the control consequent with the go;>ological material; the Integration, 
a subtle concept which depends on the facility of the way followed from 
a point In the course lo a higher one, and the angularity which may 
relate either lo the courses or to their confluences, In the first case 
defined by abrupt changes between rectilinear segments of the rivers. 
U Is believed that the present hydrographlc network originated In Plio
cene times. 

Those concepts do not appear very clearly. In the photograph we 
are studying. It Is not possible to speak either about Integration or an
gularity, since the water courses are not normal, but only 1 lttle mar
ked slight gorges - despite the exaggeration of the stereoscopic relief -
through which water percolates because of the particular permeability 
conditions of the overlying and underlying materials. 

Nevertheless It may be stated that In the main system of regional 
drainage - traversed by rivers as Important as the Tagus and Tajuna -
the courses display a clear network of the parallel type, very oriented 
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and embedded by the gentle gradient, perfectly integrated, but only no
llceable in a large photo-mosaic, although not reflected in the stereos
copic pair we are considering, In which we can only appreciate a di
sorderly secondary network, of low density. A slight orientation be
comes noticeable In It as a result ol the gentle gradient of the geologi
cal material, although without control; only the mlcrotopography and 
the materials exert an Influence on the particular system of water run
off. These shorts courses are badly integrated and their angularity is 
!rankly variable, In their confluences as well as in the courses. 

In topography two different - although related - concepts must be 
considered. They are the plan arrangement and the cross-sectional 
shape. The former Is really expressed by the study ol the hydrogra
phlc network since this Is a consequence of the high, low, or Inter
mediate, arrangement of the ground and its main slopes. The longitu
dinal profile also shows us the concordance between the hydrographlc 
network and Its topographical arrangement. 

The obtained profile may be classified as undulating, with gentle 
curves of small amplitude and at a plateau topographical position (hence 
Its name: paramos) or with rel leis of a few meters gradient and which 
are given in almost horizontal materials, such as the ones we are con
cerned with, or gently inclined. 

The scanty drainage network and topographical position, explain why 
no erosion signs are observed in the photograph. Clear erosion forms 
may not be appreciated on the ground, and it is only from the degree 
of humidity that the mottled effects may be noticed, indicating slight dll
lerences in the depth ol the ground. Perhaps this aspect may be more 
Influenced by the bad working ol the land than by erosive effects, since 
ft becomes manifest, above all, in tilled areas, being far more covered 
In areas with natural vegetation, already described. 

Certain aspects of the vegetation are clearly visible In the aerial 
photographs; thus for instance, the Quercus valentina, of deciduous 
leaves, appears with a greyish tone, whereas the Q. ilex, Is promi
nent on account of Its dark black colour. Slmllarly the bush shows In 
the aerial photograph a characteristic and considerably homogeneous 
grey tonality. 

The arrangement of the forestal masses and the size of the species 
in clearly visible in !he stereoscopic image. The forest Is generally 
dense but arranged In spots of 2 to 4 metres height by 8-10 metres 
diameter; low bushes ( 0, 5 to 1 metre) and stony pasture grounds predo
minate. Towards the· Brlhuega road the forest Is continuous and with 
"quejigos" of 6 to 10 metres, cisluses of 1 metre· at most on the sub
soil and some common junipers of 1 to 2 metres, The pin oaks .are of 
6 to 10 metres but they are cut In their majority and forming dense 
spots, practicable at their edges. In the part with "quejigales" (water
ways and groves) thorny plants abound (Rosa sp. , Rubus ulmifollus, 
Qrataegus monogyna ( 1-3 m) and Prunus splnosa ( 1 m) which some
times form a little penetrable forestal edge. Recent cultivation, laclll
taled by modern tractors, has cleared these woods and permits tran-
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sit all the year round; puddling seems to be of small Importance and 
localized at the dollne bottoms already meniloned. 

As already staled, soils are influenced by cultural practices; this 
factor must be taken into account since it may either cause the acce
leralfon or mitigation of naturally erosive effects, changing the aspect 
offered by the photographs. 

in this zone - devoted to cereal monocultivation - man has formed 
his own soils by tilling and has produced accumulalfon zones at gorges 
and denudation In small ridges; on the other hand he has removed and 
heaped large amounts of stones which the culllvallon raised to the sur
face, changing Its aspect; in the vegetation area, this rockiness, with 
less human Intervention, remains almost constant. 

Bearing In mfnd the cnaracterlstics observed In a direct examination 
of aerial photographs, we may attempt lo Infer other elementary effects. 
1-hus we may point out, through examination of the photo-mosaic, that 
the strong escarpment shown by the main drainage network Is due lo a 
hard overlying geological material that forms our study surface as a 
consolidated material. Because ol its topographical position, almost ho
rizontal, we see it to be a continuous layers of little varying thickness 
which the secondary drainage network does not succeed In penetrating. 
This same network Is scarcely marked by soil and rock properties, In
dicating that Its soils are permeable as It Is also the case with the ori
ginal material, the latter due to Its porosity and to the fissures present 
In Its mass allowing the percolation of rain water. Circular spots Indi
cating a little developed Karstic system may be noticed. They are small 
"dollnaslt ol llttle depth. We can also deduce that the facility they have 
for percolation, will be the same It for evaporation and that they will 
be eminently dry in summer. 

These soils are lignt, with a loose structure of granular or gru
mous type. We can also think of a catena of soils, from those very 
ilttle depth with the direct Influence of the parent rock (soils C and 
A/C) to more developed soils of the ABC type. The stony character 
may be Inferred from observation of the heaps made by man when re
moving the stones from his cultivated lands, with plots In the shape of 
very elongated rectangles. 

The network of roads and communication ways also allows us to 
deduce that trafflcabillty Is optimum, as they do not show large sinuosi
ties nor costly construction practices. All this agrees with the previously 
pointed out characteristics, of the geological substratum and the soils 
bearing on It. The obstructing factors may be exclusively restricted to 
the natural vegetation, land cultivation boundaries and rockiness In the 
greater or lesser proportion. Also gorges having deeper soils are ca
pable of retaining the humidity for a longer time. 

in tho studied photograph two different trafflcabillty areas could be 
pointed out In general llnes: the tllled area with scanty natural vege
tation and the one formed by abundant bush. Although both are consti
tuted by the same solis, the posslbilitles of these solls with respect to 
the motion of vehicles are quite different. 

2.2. 



AREA II 

Location and physiography. - At center of the northern half of the 
page of the· M. T. N. No. 793, called Almansa, and northeast of that 

lown. 
Of the area studied, extending from 2° 38' to 2° 42' east longitude 

and 390 56' to 38° 591 north latitude, two thirds correspond to the 
province of Valencia and the rest to Albacete. 

The ground Is very broken In aspect, with wide mountainous areas 
belonging to the southern foothlll of the Caroch plateau and which wfdely 
extend Into the southeast of the Valencla province. 

The maximum heights of the area are found at the Gallinaro peak 
with an altftude of 1 • 075 m and the average heights at 900 m; the pla
teau Is limited at Its left by the wide Almansa depression. 

It Is a wild area wllh very bad communications made more difficult 
by the rocky soll • The human geography of the area Is represented by 
only a few, practically Isolated and uncommunlcated, working settle
ments. The populatlon density Is very low. 

The present hydrography of the area Is of little Interest, since II Is 
not traversed by a single river and there are only some courses of 
torrential and Irregular character In the ravines of this mountainous 
plateau. As the most significant, since It crosses our area diagonally, 
mention may be made of the Mellado and Lobera ravine and also a few 
more rills of no speclal Interest, 

The agriculture of the area Is predominantly of the unlrrlgaled type 
with cereals and vineyards at the westernmost part the area, almost 
without representation In our work. Most of the terrain Is devoted to 
the forestal exploltatlon of pine trees, on the mountainous "roquedo" with 
areas of good forest, although worn away by abusive exptoltatlon. 

The climatic characteristics of the area are represented In the fol
lowing graph. 

AVORA (641m.) 
!lo·lol 

1!,6'C 415.24 ..... 

1.51· 
.r..._J,._F..._H_._A_._H_,_J......__J_,_A..._S_,_O_._N_.__,D 
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Geological characteristics. - The area is characterized by a good 
represenlatlon of cretaceous materials, whose first sedimentation begfns 
with the Aptian, lormed by alternation ol continental sandstones and ma
rine sandy limestones, which clearly indicate the gradual beginning of 
the transgression ( 3) with deposition of nerilic facies, with a rasing 
from the west simultaneously taking place and this causes a curious 
succession of all the cretaceous levels, from the Aptfan to the Senonlan. 

In our area most of the levels correspond lo the Aptaln - Cenoma
nlan and the obvious paleontologlcal findings do not throw any light for 
a better separation. Nevertheless It Is possible to maintain the criterion 
of a marine sedimentation from the Aptlan to the upper Cretaceous wi
thout substantial varla11ons In sedimentation conditions, In spite of the 
enormous lenght of time. This has produced a series of very similar 
facles, of a more or less marly or sandy character of the limestones, 
and a massed or tabled stratification. 

At the highest places of the plateau It Is possible to see a potent cal
careous level constituted by homogeneous compact limestones, with fre
quent calcite nodules, which are prominent In the landscape and corres~ 
pond to the Turon Ian. 

The western margin of the area belongs to mlocene deposits, gene
rally of continental origin and whose age can only be classified with 
difficulty. Schematic ally they may be likened to the drawing which now 

follows: 

CRETAC!C 
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AREA II 
ALMANSA(ALBACETE) 

TURONENSE - (Limestones) 

AL BENSE ·CENOMANENSE ·(Sandstones-Sondy limestones) 

APTENSE - (Limestones - Sandy marls and marls) 



----- --------

Pedologic survey. - The soils observed on the cretaceous materials 
previously mentioned do not present any dilficullies of a systematic order 
and fll In perfectly within the calcimorphous soils ( 2) • 

Calcareous lithosolls are predominant. A large part of the terrain 
surface Is dominated by outcroppings of the hard tabled limestones, but 
their alternance with marls and sandstones offer many zones of greater 
soll depth, In which either the typical rendzlne, or an Initial rend:dne, 
predominates according to the greater or lesser accumulation of mate
rials In the slope. It Is necessary to stress that the erosive I actor Is 
not clearly marked and that no areas of marl accumulation have been 
observed In waterways or ravines, perhaps because the abundant ve
getation, bush as well as woods, prevents their descent on the slop
ing hillsides, a factor Which also benefits from the apparently horizon
tal slraliflcallon and with protective scarp for the limestones; the faller 
are also, in many cases, colonized by the vegetation. 

in general, as already pointed out, it has only been poss Ible lo se
parate for this area two types of soils: calcareous lithosoils and rend
zlnes. 

The rendzlne Is a soil with a saturated absorbent complex and with 
a genesis which Is relatively Independent of climate, although It Indicates 
a dry cllmr1•<>: It comes lrom the Intimate mechanical or biological mixing 
of the calcar·eous parent material, descomposed and finely divided, with 
organic elements. Its profile Is of the AC type and the organic horizon 
always presents limestone fragments and good biological activity. With a 
high degree of active limestone, Its pH Is alkalfne; sometimes a Ca ho
rizon of llmestone accumulation may be present, resulting from carbo
nates dissolution fn the A horizon and subsequent concentration at lower 
levels, generally over the original material. 

Two profiles have been taken; the Ill - more typical - on the marls, 
sandstones and llmestones alternance and the IV on a highly calcareous 
white sandstone, possibly corresponding to the Utrlllas facles. We will 
now describe It. 
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PROFILE Ill 

Locality - Almansa. 
Position - Monies Colmenares. 
Topography - Very rugged. 
Vegetation - Pine groves and copse. 
Original material - Cretaceous limestones and marls. 
Drainage - Fast external and internal. 
Profile development - A / C. 
Height - 840 m. 

Deplh 
In 

cm 

0-25 

25-50 

50-100 

More than 
150 

Horizon 

A 

c 

Dz 

Description 

Color 10 YR 5/2. Regular organic mat
ter content; texture is sandy-loam with 
granular structure and weak consis
tency, permeability is fast; it contains 
calcium carbonate and there are some 
non-rolled fragments of limestone of 
varying size and abundant roots pro
ceeding from the vegetal cover. 

Color 5 Y 7 /3. Only some roots pe
netrate a polyhedral sub-angular struc
ture of medium size. Texture is sandy
clayeyloam and consistency Is medium. 
Really ii appears lo be a product re
sulting from the mixture of marl and 
sandstone in intimate contact. Permea
bllily is fast and It also contains calcium 
carbonate. 

Hard limestone with cavities. 

U is a fairly porous sandstone and with 
iron rust red fissures. 

Other remarks. - The A/C transition Is fairly gradual, although there 
are some traces of a carbonate mycelfum between them. The humidity 
degree is low because of the intense drought experienced. 
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PROFILE IV 

Locellty - Almense ( Albecete) . 
Position - Montes Colmenares. 
Topography - Very rugged. 
Vegetellon - Woods, copse end abundant gremlneous. 
Agriculture - Pine tree exploltellon. 
Orlglnel materiel - Cretaceous white sandstones. 
Drainage - Fast external end Internal. 
Profile development - A / C. 
Elevation - 820 m. 

Depth 
In 

cm 

0-25 

More than 
25 

Horizon 

Ao 

c 

Description 

Color 10 YR 5/2. Abundant organic 
matter end many roots which perfectly 
structurate the fragments decomposed 
from the sandstone. Sandy loam textu
re and structure of pulverulent grumes 
of very weak consistency. Permeablll
ty Is very last and It contains abundant 
carbonates. 

Color 1 O YR 8/2. It Is the whitish cal
careous sandstone; fairly potent and 
highly fissured. 

Olher remarks. - The orientation Is east-steep slope; Abundant blolo
glcal acllvfty despite In little developed humidity degree. The soil Is 
highly humlc. 
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ANALYTICAL DATA 

Mechanical anal):'.sis 

Coarse sand Fine sand 
Horizon % % 

PROFILE Ill 
A S,48 7S,20 
c 8,74 60,00 

PROFILE IV 
Ao 9' 12 66,60 

Ph)!slcal anal):'.sls 

Horizon Bulk dens. Particle dens. 

PROFILE IU 
A 
c 

PROFILE IV 
Ao 

I , 12 

1 ' 12 

0,79 

2,S2 
2,54 

2,S7 

Classification of the soil. - RENDOLL 

Silt Clay 

% % 

10,00 10,00 
11 '00 21'00 

14,00 6,.00 

Porosity Permeability 

SS 
5S 

69 

116 
19,8 

788 

Botanical investigation. - The vegetation is quite degraded; pine oaks 
nave almost completely disappeared but scarlet oaks remain. They are 
more resistant lo lire and erosion. Since years ago (perhaps with the 
arrival of the phylloxera) these grounds are not cultivated. The "pi no 
Carrasco" (pinus halepensls) colonizes the bush. In ravines, particu
larly on sandstones, some red pines (Pi nus pinaster) may be obser
ved; when cool and deep there Is In these ravines an abundance of 
"gayuba" (Arctostaph):'.llos uva-ursl) with the Levanline heather (Erica 
terminalis), Ulex sp., Genista sp. (erizon), Amelanchler avails, Ph):'.1-
llrea angustifolia, etc. 

Among bush on ravines with more calcareous soils are found Erica 
multiflora, Quercus coccifera, Stlpa juncea, Rosmarinus offlclnalis, Th):'.
melaea tartonraria, Salvia lavandulaefolia, SatureJa montana, Lavandula 
latifolia, Euphorbia niceansfs, Llthospermum fruticosum, Th):'.mus vulgare, 
Genista scorpius 9 Rhamnus alaternus, etc. U Is a Hromera~n norma~ in 
shallow and calcareous soils. 

The "romeral" of high and dry places contains thyme (Th):'.mUs vul
gare), rosemary (Rosmarlnus offlclnalis), Slipa Juncea, Junlperus ox):'.
cedrus, Ouercus cocclfera, Plnus halepensls (dwarf), Lavandula latl
folla, Brach):'.podium ramosum, etc. 
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Photointerpretative analytical study. 
Photograph data: No. 2. 107 - Roll 28 - Date: 9 April I • 956. 

Flight height: 4.572 metres - Focal distance: 153,01. 
There are variations In the photograph tone, especially between pho

tographs 2.106 and 2.107 and slightly less between the latter and 2, 108, 
doubliess due to the process of developing the copies and the almost ex
clusively influence of the vegetation, Because ol the ruggedness of the 
area, the geometric and perspective values are affected by differences 
In altitude. 

The date of the photograph In this case Is not decisive, as the do
minant vegetation Is of perennial leaf and thus the tonal aspect of the 
forest is less variable; the same effect can be attributed lo the homo
geneily of the calcareous material selected. 

The texture of the photograph for this scale can be classified as 
flecked, consisting of concentric streaks and mottled in different densi
ties. The concentric streaking Is due to the alternation of marls, sand• 
stones and limestones, In which the limestone appears as a sunshade 
over the landscape; the mottled effect Is due to a far-olf view of the 
vegetation, which when on a larger scale would have botryoidal rexture, 

The scarce flatter areas of the western part of the photograph are 
predominantly mottled, with beginnings of linear texture due to culti
vation. 

Because ol the uncertainy of the altitude from which It was taken, 
the photograph's scale has been calculated by Its relatlon to the scale 
of the National Topographic Map and can be estimated at l /29. 705, a 
scale too small for our photointerpretatlve study but from which we shall 
nevertheless attempt to obtain the greatest amount ol data possible. 

The study of the photograph for classlflcat1011 of the regional dt"'ahia
ge gives pt°'edominantly a homogeneous .network, a cleat°'ly dentrltlc and 
somewhat dense type, uncontrolled and only slightly orienled, with me
dium type integt"'ation and an angulat"'lty of confluence which osclllates fn 
all the trlbutat°'ies belween 45 and 90 degrees. The walet°' courses have 
a diminishing angulat"'ily ol flow, also pt°'oporilonal lo the diminishing or
der of the tr ibutat"' ies • 

Two areas of lesser interest at"'e also obset°'ved. The pt°'fnclpal of 
these is of pat"'allel nature and fairly ot"'lenled, uncontrolled and of me
dium density; these Is great an~ularity of confluence, not pt°'oduced In 
Rhe same manner for ihe waier' courses~ 

.The second of these two areas Is really distributed tht°'oughout the 
network, and consists ol very limited zones having the aspect of a 
phantom network • 

Actually the topographfcai posfilon ol the different elements vat°'y only 
el the western limit of the page, where the Miocene and Qualet"'nary 
"Basin" commences, very intet"'esllng for other studies but unimportant 
lor the present purpose • 

When we referred In the foregoing paragraph lo the lnvarlability of 
the dominating topographical position, we wished to slate the fact that 
all the landscape of this plateau can refer to the same taxonomic head-
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Ing, although we cannot say It is a smooth topography. Whal really oc
curs here is a continual varlabllliy of the gradients, in general always 
very rugged and with changing positions. The longltudinal profile can 
give us a rather clear Idea of the topography; of the crested and val
leyed type, that Is, with a series of Inverted V - shaped curves In the 
crests and narrowed - V valleys, joined always by steep gradients and 
great unevennes which make us Include the terrain In the topographical 

classification of "mountain", despite the horizontal terraces of the har
dest limestone slopes. 

In the local relief there are unevennes surpassing 200 metres. Thus 
the area must be classified as a mountainous plateau due to Its enor
mous area. Logically, these gradients corresponds to a high Index of 
rain water movement which can be considered as the exclusive agent 
of superficial configuration, giving marked types of erosion. Rainfall In 
the area Is light, and It must be noted that to a great extent the vege
tation protects against the erosive effect of the ralnlall, always torren
tial and Intermittent and whose seasonal Incidence does not produce 
disastrous effects, because the types of soils existing today, since the 
rendzlnes are well moistened, abundantly rooted and very permeable,. 
and llttle or nothing can be washed away over the lithosolls. Never
theless, and above all In the ravines, some accumulation of fine ma
terials and a marked erosive gully Is noted. 

The relief observed today Is more ascribable to geological erosion 
of ancient times than to present erosive action. 

Vegetation Is a small obstacle to trafflcabilily; more Important In this 
respect Is the rugged relief. Bushes are isolated, partly because the 
pine oak (Pl nus halepensis) Is a light-requiring tree forming very open 
lores ts, and partly because bushes are not tall (or from 0, 5 to 1 , 5 
metres) and form much spaced spots. In the clear areas the bush Is 
sparse and has considerable roug grass. Junlperus oxycedrus always 
lorms Isolated and short brush. 

Brambles ( Rubus ssp. ) and rosebushes are nonexistent In the mofsl 
ravines. Vegetation In the ravines Is somewhat thicker than In the upper 
areas. The pines are also thick and the Plnus plnaster attains greal 
hlghts {from 10 to 15 metres In the photograph) but does not form thick 
groves. 

The greatest obstacles stem. from the differential erosion of the hill 
sides and gullies of the embedded ravines. The ravines crossed by 
roads (visible In the photograph) are passable with difficulty lor ordi
nary ilghl vehicles. 

The Influence of cultlvatlon on the area studied may really be re
duced lo the forestal aspect of pine exploitation, since agriculturally 
man exerts very little Influence on the area, and only a minimum por
tion (that corresponding to the waterways) Is agriculturally exp lolled 
when acceslble, Which Is rarely the case. 

Ii can be said of forestal exploitation that the sparse pine woods 
!thick only In some areas) are directly affected by the abuse of lree
felling, and In this regard, man does Indeed exert a decisive Influence 
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from the erosive point of view. 
It can be assumed that seasonal changes do not have excessive Im

portance on the photograph's aspects due to the characteristics of the 
geologlcal material , vegetaifon and the area's cl lma!e. 

The foregoing observations permll us to establlsh deductive opinions 
on the area analyzed: we can observe mostly solid material, as In the 
scarpments of the terrain, with aspect ol terraces, due to the limes
tones having light lntercalatlons ol softer materials which are for the 
most part consolidated; these are the sandstones, II mes tones and marls, 
the latler being the least abundant. All this permits us to classify the 
area as being of consolidated maier Isl despite l!s strallllcatfon. This 
stratification divides the area Into geologic expanses ol different hard
ness and rockiness within the matter constituting ii, and If we add the 
arrangement ol topographic elements and the relallvely abundant vege
tation, along with the soils supporting it, we can attempt to approach an 
evaluallon ol its traflicabillty. 

Due lo their geological origin we fh1d areas of skeletal soils and 
Hthosoils alongside others of deeper soil depth {but without observing 
any really deep soils), upon which the shrubby and arboreal vegetation 
Is Implanted. Due to the climatic conditions and the erosive aspect ol the 
area, soils of zonal origin cannot develop, and only can exisi those de
veloped lundamentally under the direct influence of the original material. 
Thus we come lo the initiation ol rendzlne stages, the rainfall ol the 
area no exerting Influence on a greeter development. Due to their scant 
depth, these soils are in constant contact with the original matter In 
such a way that we find only soils of type C and AC, of l!tt!e densliy 
and with loose graim or loose grumous structure, the absorbent com
plex being completely saturated by the calcium. Humidity conditions are 
rather poor, as Indicated by the textural aspect and photographic tone 
ior the date of the picture, and they completely agree with the physlclal 
characteristics ol !he soils and their topographical position, whose char
caterlstics indicate great permeability and run-off for the scant rainfall. 
The abundant drainage canals result rather lrom sleep slopes than from 
lhe characteristics of the materials. 

The extremely scarce communications network and the vagueness 
ol !Is direction, coupled with the topographical study of the longliudlnal 
prollie, confirm the difllculiles of the lrafflcablllly of the area, If we add 
the soil characteristics and the dominant vegetation we see that the 
obstacles are almost unsurmountable with respect lo vehicle movement. 

So far we have dealt with the typical area selected. The lefi-hand 
margin ol the photograph contains areas with better lralflcable charac
lerlslics, but they correspond to another geological level removed lrom 
the purpose of the present work, and therefore we are considering 
only !he unit of the cretaceous limestones, 

J. 
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AREA W 

Posillon and physiography. - Comprises the southeast corner of the 
page of the National Topographic Map. No. 781 (Slruela), in the pro
vince of Badajoz. The area under study occupies from 1 o 26' to 1° 
31 ' West longitude with respect to the meridian of Madrid, and from 
380 51 ' lo 380 55' North latitude. 

The regional landscape Is an erosive demolition poslpontian pen
neplaln of Cambrian shale, with Isolation ol only a Silurian formation 
of quartzite formed in high topographic beds called, geographically, 
"Mountain Islands", which is an abundant formation but not well re
presented In this small area. In It we have only a penneplain landscape 
because of the age of the heights, with a marked-hydrographlc network 
ol reJuvenescense providing a very continuous ridged landscape with 
elevations of from 350 to 500 metres. The area Is typically represen
tative of the badly-named "Siberia of Extremadura", so called because 
of lls scant natural resources and population within a poor and mono
tonous landscape covering a wide area. Our zone of study Is well 
within this area. 

This Zone Ill is traversed by the Zdjar river, which receives ell 
the other rivulets and small streams of the region, abundant In number 
but not copious and quite Intermittent In their courses and with a pro
longed summer drought. 

The communications network Is very poor Insofar as passable roads 
are concerned; the area Is crossed by the local road from Cabeza del 
Buey to Sanctl Splrltus; however, there Is an abundant network of 
generally clear muletracks whose viability, however, is obstructed by 
verllcal outcroppings of Cambrian shale. 

The agrlculture of the area Is based generally on the exploitalfon of 
m1tural pasturage, largely for the grazing of sheep whose wool is out
standing In quality. Dry-soil cereals a·re also exploited, but with very 
poor yields due to the scant depth of the soil and prolonged droughts, 
particularly In the summer, 

A schematic description of the climate of the area is given In the 
following graph. 

Geological characteristics. - The dominant geological formation Is 
shaly one of the Postdamlen upper Cambrian period (lower paleozolcl, 
which Is always very metamorphic with the clayey type shale dominating 
In brown tones, forming very compact greenish and at times very po
lished end blackish vlrldescent manyplled shales In transition to almost 
ampelitlc shales. 

These existing materials give rise to a very uniform formation arran
ged In a very elevated and often vertlcal lsocllnal system, outcropping 
In a curious formation called 11dogs teeth" within the region. This Is a 
mighty formation, but due to Intense folding and the nonexistence of ty
pical lithological levels clearly repeated it Is difficult lo calculate, al
though It can be estimated 10 be of various hundreds of metres. 
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Another formation of sllghl Importance Is observed here: !he narrow 
®'lluvlal valley !ormsd by the ln!Hal wandering of the ZllJar river In 

meanders of sllghi development. 
Rsprsssntallon of ths zone can be observed In the geologlcal-bota-

nlcsl plan. 
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Padoiogic survey. - For the study of tha characteristics of these 
soils various soil profiles have been made and observed. it has been 
proved that such sofls have a very tow life and slight development, mos! 
of lhem being truncated by erosion which exposes a large area of the 
vertically Inclined shale. 

The soli has hardly any chemical acllvlty, and only a physical me
leorlzation Is noted which leads us to like ranker soils with an fnterrup
led (A) / C proflle, as has been staled, due to the great number of 
slaty outcroppings constituting the lithosoll areas. 

in this soll can't be distinguished the formation of a true humus ho
rizon, that Is, It has no A horizon; however, the upper layer stands 
out easily for its greater rooting and a type of humus called raw-soils 
humus. The color of the horizon {A) ls greyish, with a sllty-sand tex
ture, a structure which Is grumose and very little developed and ol 
weak consistency; for these reasons erosion Is active, removing the 
products of meteorlzallon almost as soon as they are lormed. 

Permeablllty Is somewhat obstructed, and during the rainy season 
puddles remain on the ground for a long time, the water disappearing 

* only by evaporation; this Is due to the lack ol stability of the aggrega-
tes lor lack of cementing elements and Iron hydroxides. Fine elements 
accumulate between the lnterspaces of the shale, thus diminishing lhe 
rapidity of the percolation of the water. 

in some places the farmer breaks up these slate formations, obtain
ing an Incipient soil where cereal Is cultlvated with an extremely poor 
yield. 

Only In the scarce areas of alluvlal waterways from the Zlljar river 
do we lind more vigorous so Us, lormfng brown merldlonal aioctone 
earths ol slfght Interest. 

The prlncfpal xeroranker or ranker prolfle ol erosion Is summari
zed as follows • 

PROFILE V 

Localliy - Puebla de Alcocer { Badajoz) • 
Position - The road to the town of Alcocer. Cerro de MajadavleJa. 
Topography - Moderate hlils. 
Vagetallon - Pasture ground. 
Agriculture - Cul!Jvatlon of very poor pas lurage and cereals. 
Original materlal - Cambrian shales. 
Drainage - Externally good, apparenUy siow Internally. 
Prollle development - AC. 
Eievetlon - 440 metres. 
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Depth 

in 
cm 

0-15 

More than 
15 

Horizon 

(A) 

c 

Description 

Dry color 10 YR 6/4, and wet 10 YR 
5/4. Slight organic matter; only some 
roots; texture of the soil is sandy-loam 
with little developed granular structure 
and easily pulverulent, therefore of weak 
consistency, which Indicates a permea
bility conditioned to structural changes. 
There are no carbonates, but indeed 
abundant fragments of shales proceeding 
from alteration of the parent matter. 

Cambrian shale with generally vertical 
slopes; very diaclased, providing an
gular units of medium to small size, 
with variegated coloration and outwardly 
colonfzed by lichens. 

Other remarks. - Drainage Is blocked in many areas, with perpetual 

puddles being formed. 

ANALYTICAL DAT A 

Mechanical anal~sis 

Horizon 
Coarse sand Fine sand Silt Clay 

% % % % 

PROFILE v 
(A) 19,80 40,20 24,00 15,00 

Classiflcalion of the soil. - USTOCHREPT 
Botanical Investigation. - The vegetation of this Area corresponds to 

the potential climax dominance of the Quercium rotundifoliea sub-alliance 
and within It to the siliceous variant in which we shl'lll mention as dif
ferential species: Cardamina hirsuta, A rabis nova, Paeonia broterof, 
Margotia gummffera, Silene psammltfs, Scflla hispanfca, Doronfcum 
planlagineum, Bellfs silvestrls, Sax ff raga glaucescens, Cephalanthera 
longilolia, Pimp Inell a villosa, Magydarfs panacffolia, Sarothamnus sp. 
diversas, Pfrus communis, Quercus suber, in addition to those typical 
of the Querclon illcis alliance, lo which it belongs. 
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Within the said siliceous variant we have a typical association the 
Subereto-Quercetum rotundifoliae marianicum with the sub-associations 
Letiscetosum and Faginetosum found in sunny or shady places respec

tively. 
As a degraded stage, in other words as associations of cleared cli

max we have the Cocciferetum marianicum association, Rhamno cocci
ferion alliance whose differential character is the presence of Quercus 
coccifera dominating the community when the degradation is strong and 
the lack of cereal cultivation allows climax remains to be maintained. 

But in the area under consideration the degradation and alteration 
by pasturing has been so large that there are practically no remains 
of the potential forest, although there is on the other hand a sub-serial 
bush, not climax, of Cislo Lavanduletea, Clstion ladaniferi alliance and 
Genista hirsuta and Cistus ladaniferus association. As species indicative 
of the association we have Genista lhirsuta, Ci.stus ladaniferus and As
tragalus lusitanicus. Characteristics of the variant: Erica austral is, Pu:.. 
llcaria adora, and Hypericum line~rifolium. Typical of the alliance: Cistus 
crispus and Lavandula stoechas 

In places of more degraded stages with steppary aspects without fru
ticose bush we find pasture ground communities with annual species 
belonging to the Hellanthemion assoqiation and sometines also with spe
cies of the Thero - Brachyposium silicineum association. The anthropo
zoogen ic action of pasturing with 1 ivestock resting on the fields, trans
forms and may enrichen these pasture grounds. Tall gramineous spe
cies, not very fine as forage, of Agrostides, Festuca, Periballiae, etc, 
may become extinct and be replaced by Poabulbosa and Trifollum sub
terraneum which give rise to an excellent pasturage although small in 
amount and of low density, but which has made La Serena region fa
mous for cattle breeding. 

Trafficability. - The vegetation of this district does not obstruct traf
flcability because of the almost complete absence of potential forest and 
the scarcity of subserial bush, replaced by natural pasture ground as
sociations. 

Photo interpretative analytical study. 
Photograph data: NQ 3. 943. Roll. 51 . Date 6 May 1 . 956 
Flight height 4. 572 m. Focal distance 153, 01 m, 

The photograph tone is varied as in previous ones, perhaps less 
acute, the areas being more uniform, but even so ii is possible to note 
the influence of the reflecting surfaces in different angularity bv the 
ridging of the terrain, and therefore the areas have a different reflect
ing power, 

A darker tone is observed in all the waterways, indicating greater 
humidity in the soil and higher vegetation coverage, the rest being very 
similar tones In the natural untilled area and systematically changing with 
Hllage. 

The characteristics of its geological formation provide a texture of a 
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linear aspect, al times in unordered streaks, thus showing the control 
of the slaly matter in vertically dipping sheets or manyplies, with not 
very marked mottling of a clear color for the higher areas and darker 
color for the lower areas, and influenced by the erosion and the soil 
humidity in the slight differences of the potency of the soil formation. 

These characteristics are disguised in the tilled areas, in which 
there is observed, independently of the unevenness, only a smooth tex
ture varied solely by the cultivated state of the types of plots in greater 
or lesser tonal obscurity i such plots are generally long rectangles of 
~arge size. 

The photographic scale calculated by the relation of the map to the 
photograph gives us a proportion to the terrain of 1/34.415, which Is 
too small a scale for fhotointerpretatlve study of the soils. 

The study of the hidrographic network of this area shows a rather 
dense den tr Ilic aspect; its orientation is confused and a certain control 
Is observed by the effect of the stratification of the shales. This in
fluences the Integration of the water courses, which can be considered 
badly integrated; ii can be said that the angularity of confluence is nor
mal to the principal course of the Zujar, diminishing from between 60 
and 90 degrees lor the secondary networks, The courses are affected 
by high angularity due to the control exercised by the previously des
cribed underlying material. 

Certain anomalies are noted of a lattice type network and small gul
Hes with light endorreic character. We can note that the principal course 
was originally straighter, and it is possible to observe accumulations of 
alluvial deposits in si lghtly developed meanders, the network In general 
being formed over matter aged by erosion, and the present configuration, 
being that of rejuvenation corresponding to very recent epochs. 

The regional topographic arrangement corresponds, as has been 
staled, lo an erosiveiy aged plain, with island mountains of qUartzltic 
hills spread over the general landscape, In the area of the photograph 
we can only observe this plain; its ar"rangement of topographical ml
crorellefs of the roiling and valle!)"ed type can induce to error; this pre
sent disposition of the landscape is due to the active erosion which has 
produced a modern hydrographlc network in concordance with the plan 
arrangement ol lhe area and Its longitudltial profile; this may be classi
fied as r-olling and valieyed within a landscape of homogeneous relief 
hills and which as a unit form the peneplain of strong local erosion, 
with slight accumulation in the ravines of the hills but more acute along 
the borders of the Zujar river. 

The tilled areas homogeneize the aspect of the relief, giving U the 
nature of greater soil depth that really does not exist. On these tilled 
areas ii may be observed the cultivation-preventing "roquedo", Is more 
disguised In the areas not altered by man, and at the same time the 
secondary drainage channels simplified to remain more limited. They 
show us lhat gullies do not exist, but only rill and sheet erosion. Gullies 
are found only near the outfalls to the Zujar river and on deeper re
sidual materials. 
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This area m don at seem to be affected by seasonal influences due 
to Hs scarce vegetation and thinness of Its soils; thus there Is no in
fluence of the rainfall during the days immediately prior to f1e date the 
photograph was taken ( 6 May 1 • 956) , when J litres of rain fell on tha 
26th and 5 litres on the 27th of the previous month. 

Few roads of communicailon are observed, these generally being 
H!Ue-used muletracks, nearly all ending at Zujar river; bridges are 
presently being constructed over this river which wm be ab~e io span 
the water level of a future dam lor containing the river. 

We have classlfled this geological matter by the deducHve method~ 
which agrees perfectly with reailty. The linear iexture with rocky out
croppings speaks ilseH ol a consolldaaed and very solded maieriai 9 with 
often vertical ouicroppings of greai power and homogeneHy i on which 
no variation of their topographical aspeci Is noied even in the deepesi 
quir.mciave" of the Zujar river. The siight thickness of the soli ihroughoui 
ihe area tells us of Its easy eroslonabiHty i and Hs continuous aspec~ In~ 

dlcates an easy neolormalion or meteorizaHon ol the original maUer, 
and therelore we can eslabl lsh that the s~aie is constituted by very mu
iabie matter and that Its granulometry does nol facilitate the formaRion olf 
very siabie structural units 9 and wm be more ol the iamlnale iype lhus 
permlWng a greater action of the erosive agents, due prlncipa!!y ~o 

rain fall. 
The hldrographlc neawork aiso emphasizes the characteristics of the 

shales, and this Is appreciated In the control and varlabie angularity oi 
&he waier courses. 

Due to their weak potency 9 the soils have scant genetic deveiopmenft. 
Their topographic position indicate that superficial hydric characteristics 
are generally good, due more lo the continuous descent than ao the qex
tural and structural properties of their consUtutive partides. 

From the smooth texture oU the photograph In the Uiled areas In can 
be considered that the soli structure Is Improved by cultlvaUon and wUh 
iess erosive potentlai, which confirms the deficienl iextural and sh•uch.ll
rai properties observed In the climax soii. It is possible considerer 
even a greaner. development of the soli by means of intense cuHivaHon, 
paradoxlcai as Ii may seem. 

We can summarize the characteristics of this area m respecR!ve of 
Its ur-afflcablHty sftatlng that It Is fundamentally determined by topographic 
characRerlsllcs l:llnd by the scant thickness and particular characteristics 
of the soils. Neither cuitlvatlon practices nor vegetation affect the traU
flcablllfty so much as the geological material and Us slope. 
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AREA ~V 

Locallon ang physiography. - The area lies between 20 55 9 to JO 

00 o Wesl longitude with respect to the Madrid meridian and between 
J90 44 o lo J90 48 o North latltude 1 within sheel No. 649 of the M, T. N. 1 

called Garrovllias, In the province of Caceres. 
The area Is crossed In Its central portion and from right to ieft by 

lhe river Tagus. in general the hmdscape Is the same as that descrr
lbad for Area iii and relates to the same fringe of Cambrian shales, but 
with the variation of outcroppings of granitic crags which serve us as a 
\basis for selecting the area. This Intrusive outcropping breaks ahe Cam
brian-Siiurian arrangement 1 producing a metamorphic grlnge fn the con
tact areas and profound changes In the materials. 

These crags comprise a great variety of macro and micl"ogranular 
materials which normally are m@re uniform. 

In general, broad horizons dominate In gentle and continuous hlllsldes 
with granlie outcropping and abundant boulders, all of which lend to the 
landscape a slmpllclty and monotony Hiiie affecled by the scant vegetation. 
The eievatlon of the area ranges from between 250 to 390 metres, and 
Rhe natural resources are prelerably used for pasturage and occas!onally 
cereals In sporadic rotation. 

Waters run through our area by means ol a greal number of rlvu
iels and brooks of little importance and Intermittent streams, all of which 
empty Into the river Tagus 1 a main river of the area and of Spah1. In 
ihls particular region Is always heavy In volume and perUectly channeled. 

The dlmatokigy oU the area Is expressed In the lollowlng diagram: 

\'151,"M .... 
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The comunications network is frankly poor. There are no main or 
even secondary roads, and the area is accesible only by means of a 
few muletracks. Doubtless the presence of the river Tagus is the cause 
of this scarcity, for it divides off the area leaving a great lenght of its 
course practically isolated. 

Geological characteristics. - The entire area, which is lower Paleo
zoic, is intensely affected by the Hercinian orogeny and the eruptive 
mass which is intrusive and probably also Hercinian, was folded at the 
same lime that the sedimentary Paleozoic unit. 

The granitic mass, now a broad batholith, was intensely affected by 
such orogenic phase, and the sedimentary units were crushed against 
the granite. All these effects resulted in a wide contact-metamorphism 
with easily recognizable aureolas, forming a great variety of macro and 
microgranular granites some times tending to gneissification. 

Specifically, in our area it is possible to notice the contact meta
morphic fringes, since the shales encircle almost the entire photograph 
and the granite is affected by metamorphic zones with quartzitic seams, 
the general aspects being almost exaggeratedly macrogranular with seams 
of sandier material in such a manner that in the alteration of these ma
terials and the soil formation, there is abundant pebbling and coarse 
sand. 

The marginal shales of the area studied are identical to those des
cribed for Area Ill. 

Pedological survey. - Examination of the soils of this granitic patch 
shows three zones or phases which have approximately the same thick
ness of soils, the variations in depth not exceding 10 centimetres, due 
topographic position (waterway phase), greater abundance of rocky out
cropping or bouldered ground (outcropping phase), and finally to a do
minant normal phase in which cereal cultivation and greatly homogeneous 
wasteland used for pasturage predominate. The representative Profile VI 
has been taken, on the latter. 

Normally these are soils of slight depth, 20 to 40 ems. thick at the 
crests of the hills and in the hillocks and wat~rways. In the latter there 
!s some slight accumulation. 

AREA IV 
LA GARROVILLA (CACERES) 

~HHa 
~····· · .. !:::::... INTRUSIVES ROCKS - (Granite) 
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The prihcipal forming agent of these soils is the purely physical 
loosening of the original material, and the horizon can be considered 
a Cambrian Type with scarce or no ch~mical and biological activity. 

We encounter llthosoils and preferibly Ranker and Xeroranker, and 
in very localized areas a Meridional brown earth which Is Incipient or 
only slightly developed. The same soils are formed over the marginal 
shale , as al ready cited In Area Ill . 

The original materials Is a very coarse-grained granite, with abun
dant mica and predominantly blotite, and among large macle-unfts an 
area of feldspathic alteration can be observed which constitutes a per
ceptfble C 1 horizon of transition to horizon C. 

The general characteristics of these soils, clearly reflected over 
the profile, can be summarized as young and immature soils not colo
nized by vegetation, with almost complete absence or extremely small 
quantities of humus and generally consisting of scant remains of slightly 
decomposed roots and plants and with little or no biological activity. 
This Is the humus of raw KUBIENA (8) soils. Very acid, It enhaces 
the mineralization of the soil, tet).ding to eliminate any peptized subs
tance and leaving the minerals clean and without structural coherency. 

PROFILE VI 

Locality - Garrovlllas (province of Caceres). 
Situation - Dehesa de la Marina. 
Topography - Undulat~d. 

Vegetation - Broom, Lablatae and Compositae. 
Agriculture - Pasturage and cereals. 
Original materials - Granitic bathol Ith of coarse grain in a metamorphic 

fringe. 
Drainage - Externally and Internally fast. 
Profile development - A / C. 
Elevation - 340 metres. 

Depth 
In 

cm 

0-25 

Horizon 

A 

Description 

Colour 10 YR 4/4. Only some roots, 
very little organic matter and scarce 
biological activity. Texture Is silty-sand 
with little developed individual structure 
of weak consistency. There are abun
dant large pebbles proceeding from 
coarse grain granite. Permeability Is 
fast. There are no Indications of cal
cium carbonate. 
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Depth 
in 

cm 

More than 
25 

Horizon Description 

Clear variegated colouring. The granite 
Is very coarse-grained, with great seams 
of feldspar and qL.artz and with abundant 
biotite mica. 

Remarks. - Transition in gradual between the horizons. In the water
way phase there is strong biological activity with an abundancy of worms 
and a high degree of humidity, doub11ess due to recent rains. 

ANALYTICAL DATA 

Mechanical analysis 

Horizon 
Coarse sand 

% 
Fine sand 

% 

A 49,00 30,00 

Silt 

% 

16,00 

R 0 C K 

Physical analysis 

Horizon Bulk dens. Particle dens • 
Porosity 

% 

A 1 '21 2,57 52 

Classification of the soil type. - OCHRE PT 

Clay 
% 

6,00 

Permeab ii lty 
mm./hour 

108,0 

Botanical Investigation. - The climax dominance corresponds to the 
Quercion rotundifoliae alliance and the Piretoguercetum suberetosum al
liance and more rarely to the Subereto-guercetum fagineetosum asso
ciation. it Is extremely difficult to find any natural forest and sometimes 
there are pene-climatlc stages In lieu of it. The serial-bush is more 
abundant, represented by species corresponding to the Genlsteto lada
nlferi association, a brush-wood formed by several species of the Cis
tus genus with phillyrea angustlfolla, Erica australis, Lavandula stoechas, 
Lavandula pedunculata y sarothamnus scoparius. 
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The natural ci Ima Uc pas lure grounds corresponds to the Hel lanthe
[!l!on association, pastures of bad qualHy and small density formed by 
Vulpla dertornensls, Plantago bellardl, Rumex bucephalophorus y I!:±:. 
lol lum giomeralum. 

Trafficabill!Y.. - in this area the vegetation does no Influence ftraHica-

b!Hiy characteristics. 

Photolnterpretallve anaiytlcai study. 
Photograph data. - NQ i. 795 Roll 24 Date 7th April i , 956 
Flight height 5, 029 m. Focal distance 153, 78 m. 

A comparison of the photograph lone between the successive photo
gre1phs Nos, 1 794 - 95 - 96 shows a gradual loss of tonal lty 9 due lo 
a subdeveiopmenl In the processing of lhe positive photocopy lnUuenced 
by ihe appearance of the darker-toned Cambrian shale In the photogra
phic lie!d, which the operators atlemp to sollen. The warmest and besft 
contrasied lone is provided by the aerial photograph no. 1796. 

The nature of lhe geologic materla! gives a very clear tone ihrolJghou~ 
ihe surface, altered only by rocky 0L1tcroppi11gs and the darkest bouiders 1 

and by smaii and abundant waterways of the dense regional drainage sys
tem 9 also ol a darker lone. This may be due lo seasonal and vegetaUve 
Influence and lo recent rains, which according to the National Meteorolo~· 
glcai Bulletin fell almost constanily throughout the monlh of March shortly 
before lhe aerial photograph was taken. 

The ftexlure is very ruggedly wrinkled 1 comparable to an anatomic 
brain-surface, the surface having a smooth-laced aspect mottled with 
rocky outcroppings and boulders, in lhe metamorphic margins a dom!
naling linear texture is observed which becomes flecked in the shaHest 
erea. 

Tone and texture are two dearly dlflerenifaHng faclors for the two 
maleria~s revealed in this phoiograph. 

The scale in the central portion of the photograph Is ~ /31 • 052. 
The regional drainage has been marked out on a transparency 1 a11d 

fth_e lypes ol networks show clearly lhe two morphological units. The 
slates unii has already been studied In detail in Area m. We siudy now 
granites unii. The network Is thickly dendrillc, badly oriented and well 
oontroUed by lhe abundani diaclases of lhe geological material. ~ts inle
grat!on !s very confused, and the angularity of the main courses is very 
marked; the sub-tributaries are practically normal lo the main course. 
The strong control already mentioned makes many confluences Uollow the 
dlaclase 1 and this masks the angular nature ol some courses. 

The inpography is very undulated in continuous gentle hlll-ocks. Its 
longitudinai profile is dasslfied as undulating and basined. The aspect 
of geni~e hills Is ~ypicai of this iype of Intrusive rocks with many rocks 
and smaii couiders thai break the monolony of the landscape. 

Local erosion seems lo be very intense by reason of the little co
hes~on beiween the materials resuiting from the decomposition oa the 
granite 9 and this fully coincides with ihe extreme density of ~he ne«work. 
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However, deep gullies from present erosion of the gully type or sheet 
erosion are not found. We believe this favorable circumstance is due to 

the permeable characteristics of the material, and thus we see only a 
rill erosion induced by the topographic gradient and the scarce vegetal 

cover, the loose materials may perhaps slide over themselves in view 

of their granulometric shape. 
Respective of cultivation, the area studied support only due to the 

peculiar condition of its soils light pasturage and some widely spaced 

tillage for the planting of some poor, unirrigated cereals. This cultivation 
is difficult to define, and at first look it is possible to observe only some 

plots and detached pastureland of great size, with vegetation almost ex

clusively in the bottoms of the waterways. 
The road network is very limited and an analysis of the existing build

ings show only a few houses or shelters such as those used by she

pherds in pasturing, with nothing else of significant interest. 

Seasonal influences must be taken into consideration, since due to the 
nature of the material, vegetal cover can be observed only in the water
way bottoms, which collect and carry the water rather quickly because 

of the physical conditions of the material, which become dry In summer. 
In the dry autumn season there will only be a hard, dry and I igneous 

pasturage. In the wet season the sandy ground of the waterways can 

also be considered impractical for vehicle traffic, while the areas more 
on the slopes or tops of the hills, seem to be fairly dry, doubtless due 

to the thick dendritic network of drainage and to the physical conditions 

ol the gran lte. 
It is easy to establish simply deductive conclusions In this area., The 

characteristics of tone, texture and regional drainage and the geological 

folding marginal to the vegetal patches indicate a material of intrusive 

origin, of a granitic batholith, logically classed as a consolidated ma

terial. 

This type of material produces a colouring al light hues in the pho

tograph, due either to the lack of formation of humic horizons or to the 

destruction of these through heavy cultivation or erosion, dependent al

ways on the granulometric desintegratlon of the material, which in this 

case we know is always very heavy and rough. 
We also know that soils over this material, in these climatic condi

tions de not free iron hydroxides, and thus this soil has no brown color 
and differs from the others because of its mentioned dominant light hues. 

Its geological origin of an intrusive nature, has broken open the Pa

leozoic stages to emerge between them, thus forming a metamorphic 
fringe and producing a cataclastic system manifested in marginal changes 
in all the materials and with greater influence in inverse proportion to 
distance, 

The easy physical alteration of the constitutive materials of quartz, 

feldspar and mica produces a relatively large quantity of detritic mate
rials per unit of time, and it can be easily assumed that the chemical 
or biological actions do not have sufficient time to evidence themselves, 

at least appreciably, and thus we have a heavily marked erosive state. 
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We can also speak as much for the gradients as for their physlcal 
components, of a good permeablllty, which Is a favourable tactor for 
purposes of trafflcablllty, but we must take Into account the relative hu
midity of the soil, since the water runs precisely through the waterways 
that after storms are completely unpassable. 

The soil texture will always be more or less rough with an abun
dancy of quartzite sands, and Its structure sllghtly ueveloped because 
of the scant formation of fine-grained material. The erosloned soll, Is 
thin and shallow and of course It can be considered to be well drained~ 
both Internally and externally. 

The quantity of outcroppings and the sparse vegetation Indicates shai
k>w soils, 

We can consider the irafflcablllty of the area to be conditioned lo sea
sona~ lnf~uences, and we must deflnltely emphasize the obstacle constltu-
2ed by the damp waterways during the rainy season and also the e><len
slve bouldered ground and physical properties of the sofls. Neither Rhe 
iopography nor culllvatlon factors can be considered obstacles of the 
first order. 
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B) SEMICONSOLiDATED MATERIALS 

AREA V 

Position and physiography. - We have taken as a representative lo
cality of the area that part between oo 1 8' to o 0 23 ° West longitude with 
respect to the Madrid meridian and between 400 18' to 400 22 1 North 

latitude. This territorial area is covered by the National Topographic 
Map, sheets Nos. 558 (Villaviciosa de Od6n) and 581 (Navalcarnero) 
corresponding to the province of Madrid. 

The district lies on the right slope of the broad Tajo riverbasln and 
close lo its northenmost edge, atmost in the contact of the youngest ter
rains with the eruptive materials, Jn ascending connection with the moun
lain range of the Central System from which the enormeus sandy volume 
ol modern deposits proceeds. 

The general regional aspect is that of a plain with very rounded 
mounds, actually forming a gently macrotopographlc type landscape with 
elevations of 500 to 700 metres, the average elevation of the area se
lected being 630 metres. 

Waters of the eastern portion empty towards the Guadarrama river, 
while those of the western portion empty through small streams and 
rills toward the Alberche river. 

The most outstanding and continuous depression which Influences 
practically the entire topographic sheet of Navalcarnero is the Guada
rrama river valley. This river has been the most important element In 
supplying sands to form the tertiary terrains. 

In the specific area of our photograph the greatest part of the net
work empties in a northeast direction toward the Alberche river. The 
most important rivulet is the so-called Grande de Villamanta, which 
forms a pretty valley oriented, from east to west containing fruit trees 
and orchards, and hence sheltered against north winds. 

Practically the entire surface is devoted to cereals, vineyards and 
olive groves, with few oak groves and broom and shrubs Increasing 
on the sleeper slopes. This shall be studied farther on with the con
clusions on botanical investigation. 

The climatic characteristics of the area can be observed from a 
summary of the data taken at the Cuatro Vientos (airport) station and 
which are given here as follows: {page 50). 

The two principal routes of communication crossing the area a;·e 
the road to Cadalso de ios Vidrlos, running west from Navalcarnero, 
and the Brunete road running from north to south. There Is also a 
ihlck network of very good and very passable roads, save in the rainy 
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season. Usually they run along the crests of the highest portions of the 
terrain, thus offering great continuity and good visibility; other smaller 
roads run along the waterways, where their lrafficability is more pro
blematic. 

~s· 

CUATllO VllNTOS (69o ... ) 1u1·c ~16.~ 
lle·lol 

-t1.4•._J_.__F ..._H.._A..._H...._J_._J....._A_._S_._O__.._ll_D 

Geological characteristics. - This area corresponds and pretends to 
represent the terrains of the tertiary river basins of the center of the 
peninsula, the terrains taking their origin from the continental Miocene. 

Their study has not really been carried out, al least not in an ex
haustive manner. This is an area with small utilitary importance, above 
all in the field of mining, what has halted the studied begun long ago. 
in this respect we can refer to studies initiated In the year I • 837 by 
EZQUERRA DEL BAYO and other succesive and intermittent attempts 
by various authors, but they only give a detailed account of what was 
observed, with often clear contradictions between them. 

The geological composition of Area V ls generally simple and mono
tonous. Regionally speaking they are horizontal terrains oespite their 
200 metres of elevation above sea level, the middle and upper portions 
of which belong to the clayly-sandy detritic Miocene, and which geolo
gists have Included within the Vlndobonlan or with more precision with
in the Tortonian. This is not definitely stablished because the few mam
mals found are not enough to separate them for lack of paleontologlcal 
base. 

Contemporarlly, two Facies have been established in this continental 
Miocene: the detrltic Facies and the chemical Facles. Area V is in
cluded within the former, and in the local or provincial language, it falls 
fully within what Is called the Madrid Facles. 

Pedological survey. - From the microtopographic point of view related 
to soil formation, the relief can be considered very uneven or, better 
still, very changeable, in which areas of strong erosion generally pre
dominate, this leaves bare the original sandy material, with a varying 
amount of stones and myceliums of calcium carbonate, over which only 
a little-developed soil of Xeroranker type (A) /C actually exists. 

Not very abundant areas of non-calcic brown soil are observed, 
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AREA V 
NAVALCARNERO (MADRID) 

mJ MIOCENE - (Vlndobonian -Tortonicm) 

which represent the original soil with a clear and well structured clayey 
B horizon in angular polyhedrons of medium or large size with a clear 
Vlcoating" surrounding the structural units, but as previously indicated 
the mosl dominant stages correspond to the A/C soils. Nevertheless a 
"catena" of erosive origin can be established which can be summarized 
as follows: 

Original soil of the type A/B/C which by erosion of the upper ho
rizons passes lo soils of the type B/C or only C, a C horizon which 
in turn can be colonized and translated into an A/C soil. To these must 
be added some area of certain endorrism due to the topographic position. 

The original material or C horizon proceeds from the detritic co11-

tribution ol the Central countain range; this is a rather sandy phase but 
which can include varying sized lumps of semi altered granite, gneiss, 
quartz and occasional pockets of clayish material. These materials are 
normally mottled with a mycelium or very fine seams of calcium carbo
nate which usually does not occur beyond this level and is not repre
sented in the rest of the always-decalcified profile. 

The following data corresponds to Profile VII as representative of 
the original state of the 11catena" of soils we find in this area. 

PROFILE VII 

Locality - Madrid. 
Position - Gran San Blas. At the crossing of the Vlcalvaro road. 
Topography - Gently undulated. 
Vegetation - Grasses and Composftae. 
Agriculture - Unirrigated cereal. 
Original material - Sandy tertiary sediments. 
Drainage - Externally good. Internally average. 
Profile development - A/B/CaC. 
Heigh! - 700 metres. 
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Depth 
in 

cm 

0-25 

25-80 

80-110 

More than 
110 

Mechanical 

Horizon 

A/B 
B 

B/C 
c/ca 
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Horizon 

A/B 

B 

B/C 

CC a 

Description 

Colour 10 YR 6/4. Scarce organic 
matter. Clayey-sand texture. Polyhe
dric structure of medium development 
and consistency. An anthropic horizon 
with abrupt transition to the 13 horizon. 

Colour 10 YR 5/6. Very developed 
cubical-pyramidal of very strong con
sistency. Transition to the next hori
zon is from gradual to diffuse; the 
structural units have sharp sides and 

"coating". 

Colour 1 0 YR 5 /8. Medium developed 
cubic-pyramidal structure. There is no 
"coating" and the transition to the next 
horizon is diffuse. The materials have 
average consistency. Permeability is 

medium to slow. 

Colour 10 YR 7 / 4. Original material 
is detritic of weak consistency and with 
fast permeability. 

ANALYTICAL DATA 

anal:tsis 

Coarse sand Fine sand Silt Clay 
% % % % 

36,03 31'19 14,05 18,40 
35,30 27,70 12,00 24,60 
41t70 31'00 10,90 16,40 
56,00 25,70 9,30 9,20 



Classification of the soil • - UL TUST ALF (VII th Approximation) 
Botanical investigation. - At river banks with plenty of soil and almost 

permanent water courses we have a vegetation of the 11 Ulmion" type for
med by blacl< poplar-trees, elms and other decidous trees which demand 
humidHy. Following these we have a fringe of 11 quejigos11 -muricated 
oaks- ( Quercus valentine) of which there are practically no remains 
although ii may be assumed that they were located where fig trees are 
planted to-day. The rest, up to the top of the hillocks, is a forest of 
oocarrascas 11 -pin-oaks- ( Quercus ilex ssp. rotundifol ia) • 

As in nearly all semiarid regions of Spain, natural forest are in 
relrocession and in I ieu of them we find a bush where the following 
species are dominant: Lavandula pedunculata, Thymus zygis, Carlina 
£..o..rYmbosa, ,Retama sphaerocarpa, Sarothamnus scoparius, Genista 
~ with some low height isolated plants of Quercus ilex ssp. rotun
~· Some times, among these bushes a pasturage of the 11 Helian

lhemionil type is found, typical of the siliceous western Spain and it is 
constitl .. 1ted by: Cornicina lotoides, Trifolium charleri, T. angustlfollum, 
_:r. arvense, T. hirtum, Teesda1ea lepidium, Alyssum alyssoldes, Di
plotaxis catholica, Lathyrus angulatus, Tillaea muscosa, Toi pis barbat~, 
Hveochoeris glabra among other species. In areas well pastured by 
sheep the pasture becomes extremely en richened, on account of the ma
nure, with Poa bulbosa and Blserrula pelecinus and during the summer 
with Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon). At areas of very sandy soils 
and particularly in some waterways we find Lupinus angustifolius and 
other highly characteristic similar plants. 

Although in this region the woods have been felled and burnt since 
iong ago, for the purpose of devoting the soils to pasture grounds, the 
basic cultivation are cereals whose area has been lncresing with the 
years and, in particular, wheat has become. preponderant. Comparing 
!he present extension of vineyards with that observed in the aerial pho
tographs taken in 1 • 956 we notice a considerable increase and also that 
new pla1,tatlons of fig trees increase every day, particularly on the deep 
soils of deep valleys. At not very high areas the cultivation of the almond 
lr.ee is also observed. Finally in some located spots modern reforesta
Hons of stone pine may also be noticed. 

Pho.to interpretative analytical study. 
Photograph data. - No. 21 . 994 - Roll 220 - Date September 3, 1956 
Heigh! of flight 4. 572 metres - Focal distance 151 , 18 

As it is usually happening, as a general defect, the photographic tone 
in the sequence of this roll for photographs Nos. 21 . 993 - 994 - 995 Is 
entirely different, and we thus notice a greater increase in tonality as 
ihe numbering goes up, the fields having a dissimilar aspect which may 
be readily appreciated in the attached graphical reproduction. Fortuna
ieiy the definition is always very clear. 

The large parcellation, typically of small holdings, together with the 
cuilivations, explains the changing aspect of the phototone, with varie-
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gated dark-clear areas, on which the variable tone becomes evenly pro
minent due lo the topographical position and, above all, to the erosion. 

We are unable lo ascribe any effect lo recent rainfall, as there was 
none many days before the aerial photograph was taken. At this time of 

the year the soils are normally untilled, and the humidity conditions are 

rather low. 
The texture of the photograph may be regarded as either flecked or 

mottled caused by cultivation conditions of the terrain or by slight diffe

rences in dampness. It is necessary to take into account mainly the date 
the photograph was taken, and it is then possible to think that in this 

area, prominently devoted to cereals, the variegated textural tone ls ba
sically due to the stubble-field aspect, due to cattle grazing. The density 

of drainage channels, of marked erosive type, exerts a great influence 

on the textural aspect of the photograph. These channels are represen

ted by a hydrographic network of the pinnated type with some anomalies 

and it is somewhat asymmetric, of high density and with fairly pronoun
ced orientation, and there is also considerable integration. Angularity is 
also fairly constant within each tributary category and the confluence an

gles increase as the tributaries decrease, and thus always range between 
450 and goo. It is interesting to note that the end tributaries do not join 

those of a higher order; in order to express this better we would say 
that one cannot any longer speak of tributaries but of erosion forms, of 

the rill type generally, which only al very isolated areas of steep slope 

acquire the category of gullies. On this material we have the three fun

damental types of water due erosion, and thus sheet erosion forms, the 

initial eroding stage, have also been observed at areas of small slopes. 

The topographical microrellef is considerably rugged in continuous 

hillocks or hills of varying, but very steep, gradients, perhaps due to 
the fact that the area is the divide of the two hydrographlcal catchment 
areas. We have obtained a longitudinal profile of the Rolling and Basined 

or Valleyed type and its topographical arrangements we have classified 
as Hills. 

Both the hydrographic network and the general landscape tend to 
bring to mind Area IV (on granite) because notwithstanding the change 

undergone, we must not forget their identical origin. 

The various vegetation types, potential as well as present, of this 
area my clearly be seen in the aerial photographs, even at the scale 

used. Their• differential characteristics are Identical to those noticed fn 

aerial photographs of other regions With a similar vegetation. 11Carras
cas11 (pin-oaks) are prominent on account of _their intense black tone, 

whereas the 11 quejlgos 11 (murlcated oaks) are seen less clearly and 

have a greyish lone. In many places the vegetation, black poplar-tress 

and elms, has become degraded and invaded by abundant thorny plants; 

in areas where it has been better preserved a dark I ine is seen on 
the photographs. 

The 91 Lavandulaetalia 11 bush, typical of this area can be easily seen 
in the photograph on account of its somewhat dark greyish tone and 
grumous texture. 
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AREA V - Navalcarnero !MAORI DJ 

-
Scale (for hights only) 1 : 6. 000 
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On this lype of material seasonal influences, must be carefully con

sidered in relation with deducted consequences, since the soils become 
saturated with water during the rainy season and intensively hardened 
ihe dry season, Only areas with B horizon in the soil profile, have a 
relatively lasting retention of humidity, what does not happen with pha

ses A/C or C which, due to the nature of the material, become alter
nalivily dry and puddled; if we add to this the cultivation characters, 
which are lavish in this area, and closely connected lo seasonal chan
ges, we see that the interpretation must be made with great care and 
of course the aerial photograph taken in September cannot be the most 

representative one. 
In general the photograph is dominated by clear hues and little de

lined, variegated textures, indicating the nature of the soils over this 
maleriai and which correspond with those we have established in the 
ileid. The variegated nature of soil type is conditioned to the strong 

erosion such as it becomes manifest in the hydrographic network and 
iongitudinai profile and although there was originally an A/B/C soil of 

Non-cakic brown soil type .with potent clayey B horizon, it has today 
been reduced to little areas which could be sheltered on account of 
their iopographical position, 

The intensive cultivation activities by small farmers, as will be ap
preciated from the parcellation outline copy, indicates the accelerating 

influence lowards these erosion forms, so largely favoured by the felling 
ol natural forest and exposure of the soil to water erosive effects. The 
erosion is certainly represented in this Area V by its three forms, but 
principally by the sheet and rill types. 

Because of the steep inclines and profile type we may speak of a 
good run-off and water permeability, but we must also bear In mind 
Iha! these deposits are rich In siliceous anhydride gels with very mar
ked hydric effects, occasionally preventing the clear permeability in

ferred from the textL1re of the original material. Us potency, due lo the 
sedimentary nature of the soil, must also be taken into account for traf
licability purposes and we have noticed that although the area ls well 

P'.ovided with roads, these frequently run over the tops of the ridges and 
less frequently over waterways; we have personally verified on the spot 

that at rainy limes the ground is unpassable both at ridges and water
\iVays. 

This will explain why the network is so profoundly marl<:ed. 
The present cereal cLtltivatfon of these soils will tend to disappear. 

Their future destiny will be cattle breeding, leaving the areas better 

sheltered and with more soil for the cultivation of olive trees, fig trees 
and certain fruit trees. 

Trafficabilily is good in general; the edges of the plots -black I Ines 
in the photographs- are normally passable. At the bottoms of the water
ways the 11espino blanco 11 -white hawthorn- ( Crataegus monogyna) with 

brambles and rose-bushes may be obstacles to the less powerful vehi
cles, just the as new shoots of elms, growing among the brambles. 
Likewise, in these waterway bottoms sandy accumulation must be re-
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garded as an obstruction to traflicability, particularly during rainy sea

sons. 
The type of microrel ief and type of parcellation are too obstacles to 

trafficability. The vegetation may effect it only sporadically. 
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AREA Vi 

Position and physiography. - The greatest part of this Area VI, fies 
in the Southwest corner of sheet 384 of the M. T. N. entitled Fuentes 
de Ebro (province of Zaragoza) between 41° 30' and 41 o 34 v north 
latitude and the meridian East of Madrid 20 48 o and 2° 54'. It exactly 

corresponds with the areas represented in aerial photograph No. 16. 680 
taken on July 28, 1 . 956 at scale of I: 27. 586. 

The area is crossed from north to south by the Zaragoza - Utrillas 
(Teruel) railway and by the Puebla de Albort6n road. Only half a dozen 
roads traverse the area indicating the existing desolation arising from the 
rigorous aridity conditions. Not a single surface water stream is found 
al present and there are only a few ravines which transport the few in
lermitenl rain waters. 

Only a few and widely spread hovels and sheep cots may be seen. 
The towns are concentrated at both banks of the river Ebro and its 
nvega 11

• The area is a desert and only its waterways are used in dry 
farming of cereals and the rest is used as until led land for pasturages. 

Topographically the relief is formed by rounded undulations of senile 
nature with a strong erosive index, very pronounced, in particular, at 
hillsides and which is lost on reaching the waterways, filed with mate
rial deposited by this general erosion. 

The average height of the area lies between 300 and 400 metres, 
the height al Puig Aguila being 455 metres( 

When making the climatic sketch an explanation is needed in res
pect of the importance and irregularity of rainfall non only from one year 
lo the next but also within the same year. The average figures are not 
very relevant as they mask large oscillations. H is a hard climate of the 
sleppary type with cold winters, hot and dry summer~s, and very fre
quent strong winds . 
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In this region the waler factor is of extremely great importance, and 
mention may be made of the strong contrast between the Ebro vega 
and these marginal pseudo-steppes. People in the area are worried 
since very long ago with the need to provide the lands with the neces
sary water and in fact, in the whole of Aragon, irri.gation works pro
gress year after year. 

The outcropping of springs over these powerful tertiary materials Is 
null and thus artificial ponds have to be built to collect and preserve the 
small amounts of irregular water falling on the ground. 

Geological characteristics. - The area is located in the centermost 
part of the Ebro Valley over postpyrenean continental tertiary lands and 
which constitute a very powerful sedimentary packet (at times surpassing 
4.000 meters) (RIOS 1.959). 

The lithology of these deposits is in accordance with the continuity 
and uniformity assumed along the Miocene. The area Is located over the 
patch of central gypsum which are believed to be Miocene (others date 
them as Oligocene) according to the characteristics studied by SAEZ 
( 1 • 942) , SOLE ( 1 . 955) and R10S ( 1 . 959) . A tract of large surface 
representation, these gypsum, which are here horizontal, do not keep 
such position throughout the basin and are folded in some places. Large 
variations are observed In the mixture with inter-stratified gypseous 
marls, offering the genet ·al aspect of a grey-blueish coloration convey
ing an extreme sensation of aridity. 

Pedological survey. - The soils formed over these gypseous-marly 
tertiary materials are, above all, characterized by their xerophytic con
ditions and their little power in development, except In the waterways in 
which the accumulation resulting from water and wind erosive factors 
provide more powerful soils with good cereal yields in years of favour
able rainfall. 
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Thus in principle, two basic types of soils must be mentioned in re
gard to depth, both with similar characteristics, poor vegetation, scar
city of organic matter, high contents in carbonates and pulverulent state 
which does not form structural aggregates. 

Genetically, the deepest soils may be regarded as Xerorendzlnes 
ol gypseous marls in a slate of post-erosive accumulation and the more 
shallow ones as lithosoils of marls and gypsum with Xerorendzlne for
mations and barren grounds of gypseous crust, in which the upward 
movement of the water in the soil predominates over the donward mo
vement. So the soluble substances become accumulated at surface, 
gormlng crusts a few millimetres thick, of whitish or dirty grey colour, 
which readily disintegrate into a powder, which can in turn be readily 
transported by the wind. 

The physical desintegralion of these soils is very strong due to large 

iemperalure changes from day to night and to seasonal variations. 
These soils are very tlpicai and may be regarded as the most aride 

and poor among all the Spanish soils, except for ... the waterways which, 
as already stated, give good agrJcultural yields only when there is suf
ficient humidity i hence the importance of building waler canal izalion sys
iems to put a remedy to the perennial thirst of these deeper soils. 

The profiles ol the soils of the area are very little developed; they 
are of the type (A) /c, a semldesert gypseous Xerorendzine, dominant 
in one ol the Spanish areas of less rainfall. 

We shall now describe the profiles vm and IX which illustrate the 
loregoing. 
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PROFILE VIII 

Locality - Fuentes de Ebro (Zaragoza) . 
Situation - Acampo de Santa Engracia, 
Topography - Very undulated. 
Vegetation - llRomeral 11 (rosemary fields). 
Agriculture - Very few cereals, bush and until led land for pasturage. 
Original material - Miocene gypseous marls and chalks. 
Drainage - External, fast. Internal very slow. 
Profile development - (A) /c. 
Elevation - 360 metres. 

Depth 
in 

cm 

0-5 

More than 
5 

Horizon 

(A) 

c 

Description 

Colour 2, 5 Y 8/2. Very little organic 
matter, only some bush roots and some 
colonizing lichens. Granular or, rather, 
pulverulent structure of very weak con
sistency and moderate permeability. It 
is a sort of a highly erodable powdery 
crust with great abundance of calcium 
carbonate. 

Clear variegated colouring. Pure gyp
sum crystals between the gypseous 
marls. It ls very powerful geological 
mantle of great continuity. 

Remarks. - The texture must be classified as clayey-silt, but we must 
not forget the high proportion of existing calcium carbonate, mostly ac
cumulated In the fine fraction. The horizon depth varies between 0 and 
20 ems. The degree of humidity of the soil Is practically null and bio
logical activity Is extremely low. 
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PROFILE IX 

Locality - Fuentes de Ebro (Zaragoza) . 
Situation - AcaMpo de Santa Engracia. 
Vegetation - Lablatae, 11 romeral'' in particular (rosemary fields). 
Topography - Very undulated. 
Agriculture - Unlrrigated cereals. 
Original material - Gypseous marl of post-erosive sedimentation. 
Drainage - Slow, internal and external. 
Profile development - A / C. 
Elevat!or1 - 340 metres. 

Depth 
in 

cm 

0-30 

More than 
30 

Horizon 

A 

c 

Description 

Colour 2, 5 Y 8/2. Traces of organic 
matter by remains of rotten roots. Tex
ture is clayey and structure either gra·
nular or powdery; consistency being 
weak and permeability slow. Gr-eat abun
dance of calcium carbonate. 

Colour 2, 5 Y 8/0. Marl of post-erosive 
accumulation, of a little developed and 
readly pulverized compact structure. 
Clayey-slit texture. Transition from the 
A to the C horizon diffuse. It gfves much 
effervescence with hydrochloric acid. 

Remarks. - Apparently a nll degree of hL1midlty and very low biologicai 
activity. At the surface It tends to form a slight crust which becomes 
fissured. Bad stab Ii ity of the structure to water may be antic I pated. 
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ANALYTICAL DATA 

Mechanical analysis 

Coarse sand Fine sand Sill Clay 
Horizon 

% % % + % 

PROFILE VIII 
(A) 19,60 34,60 42 
c 37,48 14,60 46 

PROFILE IX 
A \2,70 20,70 61 
c 5,46 28,70 48 

Physical analysis 

Horizon Bulk dens. Particle dens. Porosity Permeability 

PROFILE vm 
(A) 1'32 2,66 so 86' 1 
c 1'08 2,54 57 117' 2 

PROFILE IX 
A 1 ' 1 1 2,62 57 31 '9 
c 1'20 2,63 54 7,5 

Classification of the soils. - USTENT 
Botanical investigation. - The 11atural vegetation of these soils is ba

sically constituted by communities belonging to the Gypsophilion Alliance 
and by a Rosmarinetalia bush and when this bush is highly degraded 
by pasturing and at flat, much trodden, places, or simply among the 
clearings, small prairies appear almost exclusively constituted by the
rophyte species corresponding to the pasture grounds of the Thero
brachypodietea class and among which we may mention: Brachypodlum 
dis tachyon, Wangenhelmia lima, Poa bulbosa, Hel ianthemum sal icifol ium, 
Euphragia latifolia, Medicago minima, Asterolinum linum-stellatum and 
Plantago albicans. These small prairies show a high density of vege
tation their plant reaching an average height of 10 to 15 centimetres. 

~n view of the particular properties exhibited by these soils on ac
count of their gypsum contents, and also because of their topography, 
they offer the worst conditions for the construction of roads, bridges 
and buildings; 
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AREA VI - Fuentes de Ebro (ZARAGOZA) 

Scale (for hights only) 1 : 6. OC1J 
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Photolnterpretative analytical study. 

Photograph data: No. 16. 680 - Roll 174 - Date: July 28, 1956. 

Height of flight: 5. 029 metres - Focal distance: 151, 42. 

The photographic tones developed on the photograph of the area and 

its stereoscopic pair remain constant for the great homogeneity of the 

area. Mention may only be made of a more clear side in each of them, 

probably due to the high reflecting power of these materials which are 

so whitish or greyish and according with the angle of incidence in the 

illumination. Tonalities change in close relationship with the topographi
cal position of the terrain and thus we see some clearer areas in all 

the divides and which become darker as we come down the hillside, 

and acquire their maximum tonality at the waterways, generally more 

colonized by natural vegetation, particularly so in the case of the nar

rower waterways on which man does not exert any action. On the 
other hand the wider waterways offer clearer tones on account of the 

continous agricultural working which destroys the "climax" vegetal cover, 
not entirely replaced by the cultiyation of every year. 

We notice that the photograph texture in mainly influenced by the geo

logical material, the vegetation and the marked erosion forms and shows 

a flecked aspect constituted by dots which dominate most or the surface 

and have great homogeneity, a character indicating the eveness of the 
dominant geological material. 

The general barbed aspect is typically representative of and uncon

fusable for these gypseous materials. 

The limitation of the scale does not allow more precision of obser

vation in this connection. 

Among the terrain elements it is of great interest the aspect presen

ted by the regional drainage, very tipical and specific for this type of 

material and which shows a barbed main network with localised asym
metric areas and some anomalies, due in part to the topographical po

sition and slight changes in the geological material, some times with a 

higher proportion of gypsum and less of gypseous marl. 

The network is of high density, somewhat oriented and controlled by 
the geological material and with variable integration, clearer In the main 
courses and less marked for the secondary ones. 

The angularity of the main and secondary waterways is not large and 
that of the confluences varies. It must be pointed out that the last formation 

do not reach the main axis and that in all of them a shading is produced 
by a wide river bed filled with post-erosive sedimentary materials. 

The network does not correspond to a present formation and thus ii 
is not possible to observe today any stream of a continous character. 

Mostly it serves as an intermittent drain in the few ocassions when ii 

rains in this area. This is proved by the intensive agricultural tillage 
practiced on the waterways and also because the main routes of com
munication run over these waterways. 

The topographical arrangement of the materials is. very constant with 

rounded and senile undulations of an homogeneous character. In regional 
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terms they may be classified as an erosion-peneplain by reason of the 

consistency of its elevations in the form of hills and which as rule do 

not vary more than 100 metres in level and are always of very con

sistent form. 
The longitudinal profile is rolling and basined. 

Local erosion is very intense as the soils that are formed are of a 

powdery character and hence readily erodable, by water as well as by 

Wind 
1 

and it is thUS possible to appreciate erosion forms Of the rill type I 

which is very marked but never reaching the gully formation, favoured 

by the scant vegetation of the xerophytic bush type. 

In this arid landscape the influence of man is restricted to the tillage 

ol waterways and building of narrow terraces across them, in order to 

achieve a better level I ing and water power retention, and also, during 

some times of the year, to the pasturage of the dominant until led land. 

There is some building, very sporadically, of shelters for cattle. 

in view of the particular character of this areas as regards its ex

treme climatology, of a sub-desertic type, seasonal influences do not 

imply perceptible variations in its superficial aspect and it is only al 

waterways that they may represent a worthwhile factor. 
Among the elements that may be inferred from the characteristics 

photographically analyzed the original material comes first. This does 

not offer any doubt since with the help of macroscopic observation alone 

ii is possible to appreciate its geological character and the materials of 

which it is composed. H forms the typical network of gypsum and its 

topographical relief coincides with a semiconsolidated materials with large 

erosive capacity. 
This original material is found practically uncovered through the sur

face and except in waterways, where it forms accumulation of the posl

erosive type, always appears with shallow soils. The clear tonality of 

the bare surfaces indicates the slight degree of humidity and the scanty 

presence of vegetation, for which reason the soils are always of types 

c or (A)/c. 
By their topography and erosive aspect they are soils with low water

retention capacity, water which on the other hand is scanty in view of 

the xerophytic character of the areas, as directly indicated by the bush. 

On account of the powerful erosive network they must be little permeable 

soils, powdery because of the original material, and their particles 

readily transported by wind, thus a greater and exclusive accumulation 

of material is seen al waterways. These are the only ones capable of 

retaining all the rain that may fall on the area and which because of the 

characteristics previously mentioned can logically by assumed to reach 

these waterways, since they are also the only tilled areas. 

We believe they must be badly structured soils and little stable to 

water although they do not become heavy soils on account of the large 

amount of pulverulent calcium carbonate they contain, 

The typically xerophytic vegetation with few centimetres of height, 

does not prevent the trafficabil ity. 
Vehicle lrafficability must practically be reduced lo waterway areas 
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and in fact this is noticed in the few existing communication routes, be

cause at the hills the longitudinal profile presents sleep inclines and we 
also notice that they are not traversed by roads, perhaps mainly due 

lo the continuous accidents provoked by rill erosion, as indicated by 
the drainage network. 

As regards the waterway areas It is necessary to bear in mind 
their artificial terracing which undoubtedly prevent the movement of ve

hicles and the depth and characteristics of their soils, of doubtful beha
viour al rainy seasons. 
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AREA VII 

Location and physiography. - This area is equally distributed between 
sheets nos. 207 (Sos del Rey Cat61 ico) and 208 ( Uncastillo) of the 

M. T. N. , between parallels 42° 24' and 420 28' of North latitude, and 
the meridians East of Madrid lying between 20 33 1 and 2° 27' and as 

representative area we have taken photograph No. 18. 415 which shows 

an aspect of the 01 igocene in its normal facies, so extended in the Ebro 
Valley and represented in many places of Spain, 

This Area offers a considerable varying and irregular relief due to 
the surrounding geological characteristics. This relief is formed by nar
row valleys and steep slopes with heights exceeding 1. 000 metres. 

With respect to the hydrographical network it may be said in gene
ral, that the rivers crossing it carry I ittle water, in normal conditions, 

having excavated their beds in the fairly horizontal strata of this area, 
in general they empty their waters towards the South, frequently by 
means of gorges whose slope decreases gently. 

The climate is rather on the cold side, in consonance with the ave
rage height of the area, and snowfalls are frequent in winter. The spe- · 

cific data may be seen in the climatic graph pertaining to this area. 
From the agricultLiral point of view the soil is poor and farming 

scarce. Preferently are cultivated the marly, less--ruged areas mainly 
with cereals and leguminous plants, and in localised areas irrigation 
cultivations. 

SOS DH REV CATOUC0(653111.) 13.31"C 634.59 
Cto- ~J 

The main and most advisable exploitation is forestry, principally pirie 
groves and pastures mainly for I ivestock-sheep, which at present cons
titutes a modest exploitation In the area. Much reforestation work has 

recently been carried out, in an attempt to dislodge the typical sch rub of 
this region. 
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Geological characteristics. - The geological material, as already poin
led out, belongs to the 01 igocene normal 11facies", with very constant 
characteristics and regularity in almost the totality of the Ebro river 

basin. 
This "facies" is constituted by clays and marls of rosy, reddish and 

yellowish colours, and variable tonality, alternating with sandstones in 
banks of medium or thick size of a grey or rosy colour, and sometime 
it also includes a conglomerate level but which has not become noted in 
the area. 

AREA VII 
SOS DEL REY CATOLICO (ZARAGOZA) 

- QUATERNARY-(Coiluviol sediments) 

~ OLIGOCENE - (Marls and sandstone) 

The thickness of this formation Is enormous throughout the basin, 
ocasionally reaching 2. 500 and 3. 000 metres depth ( 9). It is worth not
ing the constant homogeneity and concordance of the strata in this Oligo
cene stage. 

it is believed that at end of the Barton Ian, the lake of the Ebro basin 
became closed and passed to form the exceedingly powerful Ludenslan
Ol!gocene Serles. At the end of the Oligocene final emerslon took place, 
no further deposits becoming sedimented on these materials. 

Pedoiogical survey. - The soils found in Area VII, are directly con
ditioned lo the geological material, but both the climatic factors and the 
steep slope exert a great influence on them, these three characters 
being the more direct soil-forming factors. 

We have noticed that the dominant soil is the forestal calcareous brown 
over marls and sandstones alternance, with A ( B) C profiles, but from 
which lour phases are derived, conditioned to the above mentioned fac
tors and which are: 
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1 . Marl dominance phase. 
2. Sandstone dominance phase. 
3. Slope phase. 
4. Accumulation in waterway phase. 

Stages 1 and 2 really constitute a duality of difficult separation. We 
thus consider that they form together the authentic climax forestal cal
careous brown so ii , and in the case of phase 2 (on sandstones) , more 
stony soils with vegetation differences and less abundant since they are 
really restricted to the higher portion of the dividing sl ignments, as sand
stones are materials more resistant to erosion. 

We may regard the slope stage ( 3) as more abundant, but it only 
differs from the X profile (representative of phases 1 and 2) by a grea
ter abundance and mixture of materials in the upper horizons of the pro
file with more stoniness and slight changes in texture and with a side 
leaching thereof. 

Fr~om the agricultural and trafficability points of view, the stage of 
greatest interest is No. 4 (accurpulatlon in waterway); the profile XI 
has been taken for it. 

Its genesis is frankly simple; they are actual soils developing under 
the existent climatic conditions. Since in this Area there is more rainfall 
than in the others so far considered, the influence of atmospheric phe
nomena is more active. 

There is more vegetation and the contribution of organic remains a.nd 
soil biology condition a well rooted organic horizon, even with an upper 
Aoo horizon. This greater rainfall causes textural changes in the soil 
by slight leaching (although the abundant carbonates do not disappear 
with it) which results in formation of a { B) horizon, somewhat struc
tured and really still .incipient, or of little development, since ft does fl 
not exceed 10 cm. and its transition to the C horizon is very gradual. 
The C horizon is normally constituted by a marl of greater or lesser 
potency followed by sandstones as D horizon. 

The structural stability of the water aggregates is low Indicating that 
wind erosion must be present, since the material is actually powdery. 

The foregoing Is reflected in the following profiles: 
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PROFILE X 

Locality - Sos del Rey Cat61ico (province of Zaragoza). 

Position - Puerto de Sos. Corral de Mechoz (Km. 77, 500) • 

Topography - Very undulated. 

Vegetation - Gramineae, Labiatae, Box-wood. 
Agricultural - From until led land to pasture grounds and pine reforestation. 
Original material - Oligocene marls and sandstones. 

Drainage - External fast; internal medium. 

Profile development - A / ( B) / C / D. 

Elevation - 800 metres. 

Depth 

in 

cm 

0-5 

5-25 

25-65 

65-125 

Horizon 

Ao 

A 

( B) 

c 

0 

Description 

Colour 10 YR 4/3. Abundant organic 

matter and powerful vegetal cover of 

Gramineous plants with roots down to 

a depth of 75 ems. Grumous structure. 

Weak consistency. Abundant calcium 

carbonate reaction. 

Colour 10 YR 5/3. Highly rooted or

ganic horizon with diffuse transition to 

the upper and lower horizons. Loamy 

texture, Polyhedral, pronuncedly angu

lar structure in small units of weak to 

medium consistency. Fast permeability. 

Carbonates found. 

Colour 10 YR 6/2. Roots continue pe

netrating between angular polyhedral 

structural units of large size. Loam

clayey texture and medium to high con
sistency. Medium permRability. Abun

dant calcium carbonate. 

Marl of variegated coloration with cal

cium carbonate mycelium between the 

structural units. 

Sandstone without direct influence on 

the profile. 

Other remarks: The profile is oriented towards the east. No great bio

logical activity is noticed, The degree of humidity is low basically due to 

the present drought. 
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PROFILE XI 

Locality - Sos del Rey Cat61ico (province of Zaragoza) . 
Position - At the waterway to the left of the Sos road. Km. 74, 500. 
Topography - Sllghtly undulated. 
Vegetation - Gramineous plants and thistles, basically. 
Agriculture - Cereals and legumes. 
Original material - Marly sediments of post-erosive accumulation, 
Drainage - Fair, external and internal. 
Profile development - A / ( B) / C. 
Elevation - 700 metres. 

Depth 
in 

cm 

0-5 

5-30 

30-55 

55-80 

More than 
80 ems. 

Horizon 

Aoo 

A 

A/(B) 

(B)/C 

c 

Description 

Gramineous plants cover with abundant 
vegetal remains. 

Colour 5 Y 6/3. Fair amount of orga
nic matter highly rooted in and with 
some biological activity. Loamy texture. 
Grumous structure of medium consis
tency. Permeability is fairly fast. There 
is abundant calcium carbonate. 

Colour 5 Y 6/3. The roots continue pe
netrating between little developed polyhe
dral structural units of medium consis
tency. Loamy texture. Moderate per
meabll lty. Calcium carbonate present. 

Colour 10 YR 6/3. Horizon of loam
clayey sandy texture and fairly deve
loped and very consistent polyhedral 
structure. The permeability of the soil 
continues to be moderate and carbona
tes are found • 

Colour 5 Y 6/2. It Is the marl sedi
ment, much structured In highly deve
loped, almost columnar, polyhedrons 
of very strong consistency despite the 
loamy texture. Reacts with HCI. 
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ANALYTICAL DATA 

Mechanical anal:tsis 

Coarse 
Horizon 

% 

PROFILE x 
A 3,99 

(B) 2,44 
c 3,80 

PROFILE XI 
A 4,22 

A/(B) 2,42 
(B)/C 5,90 

c 2,28 

Phl'.sical anai:tsis 

Horizon Bulk dens. 

PROFILE x 
A 1 '30 

(B) 1 '26 
c 1'34 

PROFILE Xi 
A 1 '26 

A/(B) 1 '26 
(B)/C 1 '31 

c 1'30 

sand Fine sand Silt Clay 

% % % 

42,68 30,00 23,00 
31 '12 32,00 33,00 
40,80 32,00 23,00 

46' 14 30,00 20,00 
41'20 32,00 24,00 
46,60 22,00 26,00 
40,00 30,00 27,00 

Particle dens. Porosity Permeabll ity 

2,59 
2,58 
2,61 

2,61 
2,55 
2,57 
2,56 

49 
51 
48 

51 
50 
49 
49 

25 
22,3 
7,9 

35 
20,8 
19,7 
a,5 

Classification of the soil. - USTOCREPT CALCORTIDICO 
Botanical investigation. - The vegetation Is located in that part where 

the pin-oak groves are In contact with murlcated-oak plantations, and 
although at present more pin-oaks are seen there Is also plenty of mu
ricated-oak ( Quercus valentine) , particularly over marls facing North 
and West. In sunny spots, repeatedly burnt and generally drier, there 
is abundant scarlet oak ( Quercus coccifera) with Isolated pink-oaks 
( Q. ilex ssp. rotundifol ia) . 

The degradation of the vegetai mantle was started by lire followed by 
pasturage. At present the marl is found terraced between the hardest 
layers of sandstone and it is cultivated; these cultivations are again used 
for pasturing and are recognized by the abundance of Genista scorpius 
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with lavender (Lavandula latifolia). These pastures belong to the Aphyl

lanthion association of the phytosociologisls. 
At some peaks there is found Genista cinerea, a bush of medium of 

height, together with the box-tree ( Buxus sempervirens) and muricated 

oaks. 
At present the farming have taken shelter in the Quaternary of the 

vaHeys; cereals ar.e the main cultivation and among leguminous plants 
we find the "esparceta" and trefoil with their corresponding stubbles 
and ploughings. !n this part brambles ( Rubus ssp. and Rosa sp.) are 
frequent with heights of 2 to 4 metres and which, fortunately enough, 
are burned by farmers every year, their density never becoming exce
sive. it is also possible to see lines of tall and well shaped black poplar 
trees, along the torrent-made ravines. 

Photo Interpretative analytical study. 
Photograph data: No. 18. 415 - Roll. 188 - Date 14 August 1 . 956. 
Height of flight 4. 572 m. - Focal distance 151, 48. 

We notice that the warmest tone corresponds to the base photograph i 
ils stereoscopic pair at the left (photograph n2 18. 414) is somewhat 
clearer, an<U even more the one on its right (Photo n2 18. 416). This 

may be regarded as underdeveloped in the final photographic process, 
and partly due to the fact that the forestal mass begins lo appear on it, 
is little exposed on the negative, owing to the type of panchromatic emul

sion. 
in general the areas of smaller gradients appear with clearer tones 

also corresponding to a greater dominance of the marl, both In stratified 
or terraced areas and in waterway areas. 

The intensest tones correspond to the steepest slopes, since the 
maximum of vegetation is also found there, what accounts for this tona

lity. 
The texture of the photograph is smooth in areas of waterway accu

mulation and linear, like level curves, for the majority of the elevations, 
doubtless due to the geological alternance of the materials. In forestal 
ar.-eas the texture becomes mottled (variegated spots) . 

The photograph has perfect definition at its central portion, but not 
so at the ends. The lack of definition clearly shows the aberration pro
duced by the strong topographic level drops existing on the ground. 

The scale, variable throughout the surface, may be estimated to be 
at its central portion, in the ratio 1/30.357. 

Among the terrain elements we have studied the regional drainage 
which offers us a type of network esentially dentritical, but with many 
characteristics of a phantom network, since as a result of the particu
lar nature of the original material the water courses sometimes dissap
pear or become marked in an indefinite manner. 

At very localized small 11enclaves 11 , networks of a reticulated anoma
lous type may be observed, no dout due to the alternating positions of 
so different materials, such as the oligocene marls and sanstones are. 
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The density of this network is not too large and it may be estimated 

as of medium density. It is clearly oriented by the sleep slopes and in 

turn controlled by the nature of the materials. 
The integration is neat in the case of the main tributaries, but not 

so heal in the case of those of a lower order, as it is noticed that the 

type of phantom or lattice network prevents the union with the main ones, 

The angularity is fairly constant, particularly that of confluence in the 

main channels and some angularity may also be seen in the courses, 

due to the control of the parent material . 
The two characteristics concepts defining the topographical character 

are very clearly represented; thus the 11 plan arrangement" is formed 
by elevations and depressions so clearly marked that we may classify 

the area as "Montana" (Mountain), although sometimes it appears as a 

"ridge", on account of the fairly constant elevations in a direction ex
tending in an elongated form, a distribution in general coinciding with 

the outline of the hydrographic network. 
The second concept lo be taken into account, namely the longitudinal 

profile, shows out off elevations and valleys of the crested and val I eyed 

form. Because of it can be obs.erved a very active erosion and all the 
higher surfaces are entirely devoid of marl, with outcrops of sandstones, 

also in a considerably erosive stage. Almost the whole of the hydrogra

phic network is marked with gully erosion forms, an erosion particularly 

noticeable in areas of marly deposits. Over the alternating marl or "In 

situ", the gully erosion forms are normally intermixed with those of rill 
and sheet erosion, no doubt due to the control exercised by the slope 

and also to the greater annual rainfall over this area. This erosion does 

not succeed in entirely containing the vegetal cover, sometimes conside

rably powerful, and to which the scarcity of arable soil also contribu
tes, as a result of which some areas really inadequate for agricultural 

exploitation are tilled when they should be devoted more intensively to 
lorestal exploitation and cattle rearing, activities more beneficial for the 

defense and conservation of soil. 
Fortunately, these soils, due to the starting geological material, are 

readily replaced by neoformation. 
The existing vegetation, already described, does not constitute an 

obstructing factor and ii may be readily overcome whenever the relief 

allows it. Only a few bushes are observed on the marls; the non cul
tivated areas are covered by a hard and fairly dense pasture, no di

rectly observable on the photograph. The high parts are usually co
vered with very thick bush formed by the "boj" (box-tree) (Buxus sem

pervirens) with 11quejigo 11 (muricated oak), but never in large extensions. 

It is not difficult to foresee the great influence seasonal changes must 

exert on this area and it is logic to think that they have directly influen

ced the present pattern of the topographical relief. Although the vegetal 
cover is considerably powerful and the soils have a fairly good permea

bil ily and good external drainage, as indicated by the network types, we 

must consider the erosive and adverse importance of torrential rain-wa~ 

aers which, with these strong gradients, demolish and devastate the soils. 
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Fortunately the degree of water retention by the soils in normal cli
matological conditions (not in l . 965) may reach high values, mainly on 
account of the potency of the soils and particularly due lo the horizontal 

tabular arrangement of the geological strata, so easily noticeable from 
the photographic aspect alone and so relevant in stereoscopic vision. 

We have decided to classify these materials among the semiconsolidated 

ones, although this group is really a subgroup of unconsolidated materials. 
All the elements to be taken into account are in close concordance 

with the characteristics of the geological material, including the origin 

and deposition of the same, except for the vegetation which one can 
guess to be degraded by the usual fires and intensive pasturage. 

The alternance of these two materials, shows very different charac

teristics for each of them, but we are really unable to separate them in 
a clear and definite manner and they must thus be regarded as a main 
unit and a secondary one (constituted by lhe slope stage, in which the 
materials are intermingled with the soils offering some stoniness) and 
the waterway stage, with dominance of marly-sandy sediments now fi

ner and more selected. The huruidity of the two groups of soils is, 
again quite different, not only because of their nature but also on ac
count of their topographical position. We may reach the conclusion that 
the most marked gullies are formed on waterway sediments. Worse 
structure, more intensive cultivation, lack of protective natural vegeta
tion, absence of sandstones down to deep levels, may be the causes of 
this greater erosion. We must not forget thal sandstones hardness, exert 
a beneficial action as a protection against erosion, and this is clearly no
ticed at crestings in terraces and even in the waterways themselves with 
sandstone outcrops. 

From the climatic data, the nature of the geological materials and the 
study of lhe vegetation, it is possible to infer the development of the soil 
with strong climatic influence and hence with a certain 11zonality 11 • The 
observable depth indicate soils of either A ( B) C type or at an advan -
ced stage of development, as it does in lac! occurs, with !he formation 

of lorestai calcareous brown soils, well humidified and rooted in, although 
very much influenced by the topographical positions. These mountainous 

·areas may offer, and in fact do offer, intermediate slages with truncated 
profiles or profiles of accumulation and intermingling of the two basic 

materials. 
As already outlined it might be though that the vegetation could cons

titute the greatest obstacle to the lrafficability of this soils, but in fact 
such is not the case due to the strong deforestation by fires and pastu
rage. The present reforestation must be taken into account for lraffica
bil ity purposes. 

The arrangement of the strong topographical relief may also be re
garded as an obstructing factor for the whole of the Area. However, 
ils special 11Crested and Valleyed" formation may be considered to allow 
the passage of vehicles, and in this connection other factors such as the 
characteristics of the soils themselves and their parcelation have to be 
given more consideration. 
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C) UNCONSOLIDATED MATERIALS 

AREA vm 

Location and physiography. - These potent sandy grounds are found 
In large extensions throughout the province of Segovia and Valladolid. 
We have chosen the tract included in the M. T. N. sheets corresponding 
to Cuellar (No. 401) and Navas de Oro (No. 429) situated between 
parallels 41° 17 v and 41° 22' N. and the meridians West of Madrid 
extending from oo 28' to 0° 34', the exact position being a few kilome
tres to the South-East of Cuellar (Segovia). 

This area is located in the eastern end of the Duero through, In the 
North Cast ii I Ian Meseta, and it is traversed by the Cega river embeded 
In a potent erosive gully; the river originates in the northern slope of 
the Guadarrama Sierra and it is an affluent of the river Duero on Its 
left, in the neighbourhood of Valladolid; the last named river has no af
fluents In this area over the whole of the stretch it covers. 

The elevation of the Area VIII ranges from 800 to 860 metres with 
an average height of 820 metres for most of the extension considered. 

It is really a plain of accumulation of cuaternary erosive deposits, 
exclusively and systematically devoted to forestry exploitation throughout 
the formation, an exploitation nowadays directed and controlled by the 
"0irecci6n General de Montes 11 which has set up reforestation zones in 
them, no other exploitations taking place in these formations. 

When the sands becomes less powerful, appear a clayey mantle, also 
cuaternary, which allows the dry farming of horticultural crops. But It 
does not really constitute the formation we seek to study. 

The population density is nil within the forest but there are many vll
iages in the surroundings, logically settled in areas with more agricul
ture. 

The magnitude of these sandy grounds does not allow water extrac
tion at economical levels and In any case no streams run over these 
grounds, not even rivulets; it Is only at the base of the strong erosive 
scarp formed by the flow of the River Cega that some very clear wa
ters appear at a great depht proceeding from the powerful filtration 
through these sands. 

The climatology of the area is illustrated in the following explanatory 
chart: (page 78). 

Geological characteristics. - In view of the small importance of mi
neral ores In this area, its geological study has not yet been started 
It is thus not possible to find bibliography capable of detailing with the 
required precision sufficient data to give us a guide of this type of for
mations, which is really very oscure and although the formation is 
through! to be, almost certainly, of Cuaternary origin, it has not been 
possible to find either paleonthological or petrographic data helping .us 
to classify these grounds accurately. 
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CARBONERO El MAYOR (Ql2m.) 11.11"C 479.63mm 
C1o -lo] 

J A S 0 N D 

We may even think of older formation at the expense of a Continen
tal Miocene exerting a large influence throughout the Duero river. This 
river which at the outset emptied into the old Mediterranean was for
ced, because of the movements which modelled the present relief of the 
Peninsula, lo change its direction and is now directed to the Atlantic 
watershed. This deviation is the decisive influence on this Area. 

Anyway, turning to the starting material, it is very homogeneous 

and has a depth of several tenths of metres in general . 

AREA VIII 
NAVAS 0[ ORO (SIEGOVIA) 

QUATERNARY-( Sandy soils) 

Pedologlcal survey. - In this dfluvial Cuaternary plain we have found 
a surface with slight inflexions imparting to the sands an effect which 
seems to recall old dunes. This same effect becomes manifest in slight 
changes of depth, which do not really affect this always potent Area, but 
al the boundaries of which it is possible to see the underlying Cuater
nary grey clay on which puddling effects are produced with the formation 
of Gley or pseudo-Gley soils. In the case of less potent sandy areas the 
aspect of the soil is similar to a Pianosoii. But we are considering only 
the deeper area. We observe on it a soil having an ordinary surface 
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aspect with the characteristics of a Regosoil, but making soundings and 
test-pits in this so readily penetrable soil we observed an effect which 
left us a rather perplex. 

Soil development does not coincide with present climatic conditions 
such as represented in the above chart of climatological data. Digging 
lhe test pit, we observe, and this may be seen in the respective pho
tographs, a slight superficial thickness of very clear tone and loose and 
completely washed sands, a second horizon of strong accumulation or 
organic matter, highly decomposed, which even reaches lower horizons 
leaving a slight hue on them and also a reddish or yellowwish-reddish
brown coloration on !he sandy material of withish grey colour. Summing 
up, we find a clear formation of a podsolic character, which on no ac
count agrees with the presently prevailing humidity and temperature con
ditions, although it might do so with the existant vegetation, markedly 
acidophlllous. This makes us think of a relict sofl, or rather a paleo
soil, with old climatic Influences and we have thus been compelled to 
classify this soil, first taken for a regosoll, as a paleopodsolized brown 
earth. The profile data may be seen in what follows: 

PROFILE XII 

Locality - Sanchonuno (Province of Segovia). 
Position - At 11 EI Balsain", at the height of "La Cruz del Muerto 11 , 

Km. 9 of the fores ta I road. 
Topography - Gently undulated. 

Vegetation - Labiatae, very few gramineous plants, mosees and lichens. 
Agriculture - Only reforestation pine groves. 
Original material - Dlluvial sands. 
Drainage - Very fast, external and internal. 
Profile development - A / B / C. 
Elevation - 840 metres. 

Depth 
In 

cm 
Horizon Description 

F.orna Horizon formed by abundant li
chehs and moss with reamins of pine
tree acicular leaves Layer of slight 
thickness, only superficial. 
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Depth 
in 

cm 

0-5 

5-15 

15-25 

25-50 

More than 
50 

80 

Horizon 

------- - ~~~ 

Description 

Colour 2, 5 Y 5/2. Eluviation horizon 
formed by washed granular sand with
out structural development and of very 
weak consistency. Some rests of roots 
but without humic matter. Permeability 
is very fast and the horizon is com
pletely decalclfied. 

Colour 10 YR 3/2. Humus enrichened 
horizon with abrupt transition towards 
the higher horizon and gradual towards 

..the lower one. Sandy texture, but linked 
with the humic formation, although without 
development of structure. Consistency 
continues being weak. There are no 
carbonates. Good permeabil ily, 

Colour 10 YR 4/ 4. Horizon still with 
humus-dragging traces, but clearly mar
ked by sesquioxides enrichment, although 
at its bottom base it makes contact with 
a C 1 horizon in diffuse transition. Sandy 
texture with little consistent granular 
structure. 

Slight mineralogical decomposition of 
the sands, imparting a I ight colouration, 
confusable with the previous horizon, 
Its colour is 10 YR 7/4. 

Colour 10 YR 8/3. Very little coherent 
sands with excellent permeability. 



ANALYTICAL DATA 

Mechanical analysis 

Coarse sand Fine sand Silt Clay 
Horizon % % % % 

A2 31'20 43,40 11'0 15,0 

B1 76,50 17,80 5,0 

82 82,60 14,40 2,0 

C1 75,00 22,80 2,0 

C2 80,90 18' 18 1'0 

Physical analysis 

Horizon Bulk dens, Particle dens 
Porosity Permeabll lty 

% mm./hour 

A2 1 '67 2,66 37 94,0 

B1 1'68 2,66 36 34,4 

Bz 1I54 2,60 40 804,0 

Ct 1 '61 2,69 40 1.190,0 

Cz 1'57 2,68 41 552,0 

Classlflcatlon of the type of soil. - UDALF 
Botanical Investigation. - . In this region, which has a readily podso

iizabie sandy material, but with a continental climate altough of medium 
rainfall, the original forest, perhaps of birch trees, has given way to 
a powerful fine forest of Plnus sllvestrls, a paraclimax of the Blechno 
Fagetum plneto'sum association constituted l:>y Plnus sllvestrls, Blechnum 
spicant, Euphorbia hiberna and Hleraclum sabaundum. 

In some places a bush of the landa type is found, proper of very 
acid, siliceous ollgotrophic soils, a Calluno-Ullcetalla bush whose more 
characteristic species are: Hallmlum occldentale, Erica clnerea, Ge
nista trldentata, Calluna vulgarls, and Pteridlum agulllnum, but In other 
areas the open bush correspond.s to the sub-association Erlcetosum 
scopariae with Erica scoparia, Calluna vulsarls, Arbutus unedo, which 
together with the species Clstus bourgeanus 1 Hallmlum hallmlfollum and 
Lavandula stoechas constitute the Halimleto-Clstetum association. 

The pastures are very poor and ephemeral and correspond to the 
pioneer oilgotrophlc pasture grounds of the sandy grounds of the order 
Malcometalia with species such as Ononls cassoslana 1 Coron Illa repon
da and Anthyll is hamosa. 
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Photointerpretative study of Area VIII. 

Photograph data. - No. 10, 367 - Roll 13 - Date. 3 July 1956. 
Height of flight 4. 572 metres - Focal distance 154, 19. 

Very clear tonalities throughout the photograph surface, normally 
masked by the pine-tree forestal vegetation growing on these sandy 

grounds. The tonality also depends on the depth of sands; in deeper 
areas the phototone is fairly continuous and of a clear colour but when 

the diluvial sands lose power, the presence of the underlying clay be
comes noticeable and spots of darker tones are formed. 

The phototone of the area of deep sands we have studied is fairly 
constant and of a clear colour. It changes to a darker tone with the 

density of the forestal mass. On the other hand this same constant den

sity offers us for the stereoscopical sequence an invariable tonality in 
the three photographs . 

The lexture of the deep sands is granular, also partly masked by 

the presence of the pine woods with mottled texture, In areas where 
the underlying clay is at less depht a textural effect is seen, of not 

clearly defined variegated spots, Over this clayey areas the texture is 
smooth, changing by the effect of the great number of plots cultivated 
by small holders. In deeper sandy grounds there is really no parcel

lation, the area is only crossed by a good network of roads, which 
are useful for the forestal arrangement of woods, and by the classic 

fire protection belts. 

The scale exactly coincides with the Flight Plan, that is 1: 30. 000. 

Among the terrain elements it is interesting to consider the regional 

drainage, because of the inexistence of a drainage network since this 
is found very locally and always with a sump character due to the phy
sical characteristics of these soils, considered at their most powerfule 
sedimentological stage. 

However, the hydrographlcal network is intensively marked by the 
excavation of the existent soft materials, and we must thus bear in mind 

the pronounced scarpment produced by the Cega river on crossing the 
Area. 

As already stated the topographical arrangement corresponds to a 

plain of Cuaternary origin due to diluvial sedimentations, with very lo
calized slight inflexions and which, with considerable Imaginative effort, 

might be regarded as indicative of an old formation of dunes. When the 

longitudinal profile is obtained (with heights or level diferences grossly 
exaggerated) they show a slight undulating character. We classify the 

longitudinal profile as undulating and the topographical arrangement as 
plain. 

Present erosion is not clearly manifest and only the regional hydro
graphic network forms large erosive level drops which are not recent. 

We can only think of a small movement of the sandy material by the in
fluence of torrential rains and, in view of its little cohesion and the roun
ded aspect of its mineralogical components, perhaps also by the wind, 

although at present this is unlikely if we take into account the arboreal 
coverage. 
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The existing pine-tree vegetation is clearly seen with spots of vary
ing tonality and density. Trafficability is partly conditioned to this density, 
although in our opinion actually this vegetation is not an obstructing factor. 

Cultivation influences must only be considered in clayey areas, since 
the only influence on deep sandy grounds is forestry. 

Again, seasonal changes can only leave a weak mark due to the 
characteristics of the soils and vegetation existing in the area of power

ful sands. Of course, when the thickness of the sands decreases in the 
future and the grey clays appear, authentic Gley soils will become for
med on these materials, even with present climatic conditions, but this 
does not Influence the conditions to investigate in the sandy Area. 

The foregoing lead us to evaluate the area as one of unconsolidated 
material with excellent physical properties of permeability with an struc
ture which judging from the well developed network of roads and fire 
protection belts does not in any way prevent the passage of vehicles. 

The measurements taken with the cone penetrometer indicate highly 
penetrable soils. However the particular arrangement of the particles 
In the soil and. our personal exp@rience when traveling on it have shown 
the soils to be very trafflcable, on account of the soil characteristics as 
well as of Its topography and vegetation conditions. The forest here is 
in patches and not exceedingly thick and does not constitute a closed 
obstruction to trafficability. 
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AREA IX 

Location and physiography. - Area IX is contained between the paral
lels of 390 36' to 390 42' North latitude and oo 46' to 0° 51 ' West lon
gitude with respect to the Madrid meridian, occupying a position irregu
larly distributed over sheets Nos. 655 (Los Navalmorales), 656 (Gal
vez) , 680 (Espinosa del Rey) , and 684 ( Navahermosa) of the M. T. N. 
corresponding exactly to the surface area of the aerial photograph No. 
992, taken from the air on 5th March 1 . 956. 

The hydrographic network is subordinate to the Cedena river with 
as great quantity of rills and brooks, mostly flowing into the "arroyo del 
Mimbre", which is in turn a tributary of the Cedefla. 

The inclination of the terrain is clearly South to North, more pre
cisely SSW to NNE, with an average elevation of approximately 700 
metres. 

Standing out clearly arround the Area studied are some mountains 
formed by Silurian quarlzites. They rise almost parallel lo the Nava
hermosa road, with heights of more than 800 metres. Apart from these 
elevations, hardly any others stand out from the landscape of a sloping 
plain of irregularly eroded Pliocene 11ranas". 

This territory is sparsely populated, although the centers of popu
lation are rather important, and there exist only some Scattered farm 
houses and similar dwellings. 

Only one road crosses the area, that from Toledo lo Merida via 
Guadalupe, although there are some small roads of good trafficability 
In the dry season. 

The predominant agriculture on the diluvial materials are olives, le
guminous-cereals, and (.ivestock raising. Spots with ho Im-oak groves 
and copse are also worth mentioning. 

The climate of Area IX is similar to that of the Extremadura region, 
and corresponds to the areas of the most temperate Castilian type within 
the Southern meseta. The attached graph gives us a summary of the 
climatic data: 

·lo.5 

TOLCDO ( 540 m.) 
(lo-lo) 

t4,91l "(; 4f3,58mm. 

1.25 
-a,9"--J-'-F-'-M-'--A-'--M-'--'-.:.......-A_._S_._O_.__N_._0~ 
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Geological characteristics. - The surface studied is mostly occupied 
by uraflas 0 • Their composition indicates their origin, produced as a 
demolishing of large, ascient formations evidenced by the e><tremely large 

number of continuous quartzite stones. 

This profusion of stones indicates a torrential system strong not only 
in intensity bui in lime, which produced the demolishing of a great amount 

of ancient formations with distribution of the detritus over a large surface. 
The demolished formations were principally Paleozoic, as indicate by the 

adjacent mountains and island-mountains of the Silurian age, and the de
tritus extended, constituting the Hrarias 0 , over the basalt granites which 

at limes stand out uncovered in the ravine bottoms. 

AREA IX 
LOS NAVALMORALES(TOLEDO) 

~ PLIOCENE-(Rono) 
There is some controvery among geologists as to the age of these 

cataclysms. Some date them as a diluvial Quaternary. Others think ( 7) 
they are a typical Pliocene. However, neither group offers paleontolo
gical data on which to base the respective hypotheses. 

Pedologic survey. - The profile of the soil corresponds exclusively 
io a very stony 11 Planosol 11 , with signs of 11 gleyzation 11 from temporary 
puddling. 

The original material is constituted by ihe nranau itself, and from 
it we must explain the origin of the so·iJs. 

The "rana" (6) is a pasty mixture of stones and mud with a rela
Uyely slow deposition movement. In this pasty mass there is little choice 

of materials, and thus the profile is extremely stony from the surface, 
with boulders which generally have rolled very little, as it is the case 
with this type of deposition, and which also runs over short distances. 
Influenced by the topographical position there has been over this parent 
material a superficial washing and carrying to deeper layers, of the 
Hne elements already existent in the Hranau. They form at variable, but· 

generally not very great depth, an impervious clayey layer that later 
prevents rapid drainage of the water and produces the temporary puddl
ing. This produce ·the 11 gleyzationH character and th~ abundant concretions 
of rust-black color from the reduction of iron and manganese. 

The peculiarities of this profile can be summarized rs corresponding 
to an acid soil without calcium carbo·nate, with a low content of organic 
ma tier and I ittle or no biological activity. The general characteristics of . 
ihe profile are as follows: 
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PROFILE Xiii 

Locality - Los Navalmorales-Navahermosa (Toledo province). 
Location - At Km. 54 on the road from Toledo to Merida. 
Topography - Very gently inclined In a gentle, continuous gradient. 
Vegetation - Quercus, Cistaceae, Labiatae. 
Agriculture - Olives, leguminous-cereals, vineyards, figs. 
Drainage - Very slow both externally and internally. 
Original material - Pliocene 11 raflas 11 • 

Profile development - A / Bg / C. 
Elevation - 720 metres. 

Depth 
In 

cm 

0-15 

15-60 

More than 
60 

Horizon 

A 

Bg 

Bg/C 

Description 

.Color 7, 5 YR 4/ 4. Average content of 
organic matter. Texture is loamy-sandy 
with little developed grumous granular 
structure of weak consistency. In this 
first horizon the permeability is rapid. 
Abundant roots in the gramlneous and 
compositae vegetal cover, and many 
stones ( quarz itic) • 

Color 5 YR 5/6. No organic matter 
and scant rootlets. Sandy-loam texture 
with little developed grumous structure 
ol weak consistency. Permeabll ity Is 
average. Abundant quantity of polymor
phic quartzite stones. No calcium car
bonate. 

Color 7, 5 YR 5/8. Clayey-loam tex
ture, with structure not evident due to 
puddling. Very strong consistency when 
dry and weak when wet. Permeability 
obstructed. C horizon ls a very potent 
91raf'la 11 • 

Other remarks. - Great quantities of concretions, not so visible In the 
profile, are observed In the surface of the soil. This winter the phreatlc 
layer rose above the surface. 
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ANALYTICAL DAT A 

Mechanical analysis 

Coarse sand Fine sand Silt Clay 
Horizon 

% % % % 

A 7,80 44,40 33,0 13,0 
Bg 18,00 44,60 24,0 13,0 

Bg/C 12,60 31 ,oo 23,0 33,0 

Physical analysis 

Horizon Bulk dens. Particle dens. 
Porosity Permeability 

% mm./hour 

A 1 ' 19 2,67 55 163,0 

Bg 1'49 2,62 43 12,7 

Bg/C 1 ,49 2,61 42 3,3 

Classification of the soil type. - (7th Approximation) ALBACUALF 
Botanical Investigation. - This district geologically constituted by Plio

cene "ranas" displays a typical ·vegetation constituted by an association 
ol extremely poor "micro or dwarf bramble" of hyperoligotrophlc soils 
and proper lo areas which become puddled in winter. 11 Is a lruticose 
association which shall call Halimleto ocymoidis-Ericatum umbellatae 
which deviates from the Cistlon ladanlferl association by the absence, 
very frequent of Clslus tadaniferus and Genista hirsuta on the other 
hand !he presence of Polygolla microphylla, Genlsta trldentatum and 
Calluna vulgar is tends towards Genlsto-Cistlon alliance. 

The species we are selecting as characteristic, in addition the three 
previously mentioned, are the following: Genisla torneforlii, G. falcata, 
Clstus hirsutus, C. populifolius, Thymellaca villosa, Adenocarpus lelo
nensls, Sarothamnus grandiflorus y Erica umbellala. 

As it is logical in this Toledo region the potential vegeta!lon corras
ponds to the Querclon rotundiloliae alliance, but of which only a lew Iso
lated holm-oaks now remain. 

Pholointerpretalive analytical study. 
Aerial photograph data. - No. 992 - Roll 13 - Dale: 5 March 1956. 
Height of flight 5. 181 melres - Focal distance 153, 78. 

As has been commonly occurring, the tone of the photograph is dif
ferent from that used as a base In Its stereoscopic par, due only lo In
fluences in the laboratory development process. Thus photograph No. 
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991 has greyer tones explicable only by an excess of exposure with 
slight development. The warmer tones correspond to the base photo
graph No. 992, and between this latter and the following No. 993 there 
are practically no other differences than those due lo the reflecting power 
of the area, indubitably affected by the gentle SSW-NNE gradient. 

In general, the scale of greys is frankly good, perhaps due to the 
Influence of recent and rather abundant rains (the last rainfall was six 
days prior to lhe date of the photograph). Very bright contrasts ap
pear which clearly show two fundamental textures: a dominant reticular 
stippled texture corresponding to the limit of olive grove plantations, and 
another more diffuse I !near texture corresponding to the cultivations of 
leguminous-cereals and tillage related thereto. 

Only in a few spots can an Incipient bolryoidal texture be found, 
corresponding to small residual areas of pin-oak groves in frank re
trocession due to degradation. 

On both sides of the water courses, areas of a clearer tone are 
observed, perhaps due to lesser potency of the "rana" or -really the 
same thing- to the 8reater proximity of the granite outcroppings in the 
deeper scarps with the same characteristics as described for Area IV. 

The scale of the photograph, estimated al I /30. 985, offers us a 
magnificent overall view for appreciating the elements ol the terrain. 
Thus, simply at a glance we can observe a typically parallel network 
of low density -logical for this type of network- in which great orien
tation is observed, very marked by reason ol the gentle and constant 
gradient of the "rana". This does not exercise control, when the net
work flows without penetrating to the underlying intrusive material. This 
does establish control and has greater network density, and on which 
the nature of parallelism disappears, the network becoming dentrltlc and 
little developed. 

On the typical parallel network of the material in question the highest 
degree of integration possible is produced, without any angularity of the 
courses, which only in the confluencles vary up to 450. 

The arrangement of the terrain shows a slight SSW-NNE slope in 
plain-form, whose lingiludlnal profile, due to the exaggeration of the 
scale of elevation, appears as blocky and val I eyed in a direction normal 
lo the line of maximum gradient, since if we did closely follow the line 
of maximum gradient we would only find the slight unevenness produced 
by the gravitational fall of the "rana", without inflections worthy of men
tion. 

Local erosion produced by water Is manifested to maximum deve
lopment in the natural drainage canals, but commences lightly associa
ted to a sheet erosion produced by the imperviousness of the sub-soil,, 
which lhroug an intermediate stale of rill erosion eventually is manifes
ted In V-type gullies, as can be seen in the diagram of the longitudinal 
profile. 

The area Is affected by intense use of the soil mainly with olive 
trees. Thus can be observed that natural vegetation has been practi
cally destroyed the terrain parceled and presently cultivated. 
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Although we have no bass is for comparing seasonal influences, they 
are manifested in the aerial photograph due to the intense cultivation of 
the area and the hydric characteristics of the soils, very poorly drained 
in boundary areas can be seen a great number of pools and natural lakes, 
caused by the blocked drainage. 

From the elements observed may be deduced the close relation and 
concordancy with the observations "in situ". Thus the photographic as
pect, topography of the terrain, drainage network, etc. , indicate a un
consolidated mater I al of recent age, geologically, proceeding from a 
strong detritus of older materials, with· an abundance of fine elementS 
In the mass of the soil impeding percolation and which are homogeneous 
throughout the surface. Exception can be made of the most eroded areas, 
In which the erosion gullies bare an underlying material of granitic as
pect with very different characteristics, but with a remote influence on 
the profile of the dominating soil. This influenced by the topographic po
sition and by its own properties does not, displace rapidly rain water, 
seasonal puddling therefore occurring upon it with ascending and des
cending movement of the waters. This doubtless leads to a "gleyzatfon" 
or 11pseudogleyzation 11 effect with sure formation of ferro-magnesic con
cretions due to lack of aeration. 

We must also consider an accumulation in some horizon of the soil 
of a layer of fine elements accumulated at a certain depth from the sur
face. This layer explain the poor permeability doubtless produced by 
the washing, dragging and accumulatlon of the clay cementing the abun
dant stones, this conditions has been verified on the terrain. In the rainy 
season a puddling must and does take place which prevents trallicability 
in spite ol the good topographical conditions of the plain, magnificent In 
the direction of the gradient and somewhat obstructed by the formation 
of gullies In the drainage basins, in which even outcroppings of granitic 
rock can occur, thus constituting an additional obstacle. 

For certain vehicles the abundant stones can be too an obstacle, and 
on a lesser degree the very poor natural vegetation. Contrary to the 
scarcity of natural vegetation, the great density of olive cultivation can 
indeed be a factor llmitlng trafflcabillty. 
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AREA X 

Local!on and physiography. - As area representallve ol sofis on nol'l
rolled and travertlnic Quaternary deposits, so widely represented in 
Spain photograph No. 2072, corresponding to sheet No. 790 ( Albace
ie) ol the M. T. N. , was first selected. But subsequently, after the de
tailed study and opening of test pits, It had to be discarded because 
really exhibited a great heterogeneity In its soil types a character con
trary to the objecllve thought. ii was therelore necessary lo begin the 
sludy of a new area and we have thus selected the present one within 
sheet No. 741 (Minaya) of the M. T. N. part in Albacete and part in 
Cuenca, as representative of photograph No. 1 0. 890 and Its stereos
copic pair. 

This new and deflnitevely studied area is approximately located al 
the centre of the said sheet between parallels 39° 1 2' and 39<> 16' North 
la!llude and meridians 1 ° 17' and 1 ° 21 ' East longitude with respect lo 
ihe meridian passing through Madrid. 

The area corresponds lo the geographical region called "La Manche" 
and it is situated In the South Meseta at the southern boundary of the 
so called "Llanura albacetena" (Albacete plain), getting near by the 
S. W. to the hills which begin to form the enormous mountainous core 
of "Sierra de Alcaraz". 

The area may be regarded as practically flat with differences in level 
that at the highest parts of the map are about 800 metres, not being 
lower than 700 metres al the larger depressions, the average height 
for this area being 720 metres. It Is a part of a gaunt divide but ne
vertheless of great Importance, between the Jucar and Guadiana water
sheds, wiih separation between the Atlantic and Mediterranean watershed .• 

There are no water courses In the area, not even the smallest 
streams or rivulets. The absence of water can only be attributed to the 
great porosoly ol the subsoil , generally constituted by Pontlensian lime
stones, so full with fissures and cavities, that despite the very little slope 
they readily discharge the rainwater. 

The area is well served by communications such as the Madrid-All
cante rallwy, the Madrld-Alicante road and other roads to the Minaya 
station, to Vlllarobledo and a high number of readily passable roads, 

a Is an area of low population density and only some farm houses 
and granges, as well as the Minaya railway station, constitute the lnha
bltated centers, Minaya being the only Important center of population 
within the whole area of the topographic map. 

Rainfall and temperature data are given in the following table. 
Geological characteristics. - Within the very uniform superffcial as

pect of this area It may be pointed out that the substratum of this tra·
verllnlc Quaternary is in general formed by Pontienslan limestones of 
the Miocene age In strictly horizontal banks, This very oflen approach 
lhe surlace and crop, out for a few metres giving rise to stony soils of 
ihe type described for Area I, but lntlmately intermingled with the cal
careous lraverilne, very hard and compact. For !his reason Ii Is some-
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times difficult to determine with prec1s1on wheter this substratum corres
ponds to the altered Pontiensian limestone or to the travertine (calca

reous crust) . 

FUENSANTA(6'18m.) 
[lo-lo) 

n.e~·c 313,flmm. 

-11.64 

1.B' 
-t4''--'--'-..__.__._..__.___.._...__,_~....._, 

JFMAH'JJASOND 

In general, the Area is covered by a filling mantle of the Quaternary 
age and sundry origin, although the mantle of the plain is more important, 
this mantle gives rise to the agricultural soils of medium texture, with
out forget that there Is an area of stony soils, although we are unable 
to establish cronological differences between the two terrains. The exist
ing pebble grounds probably corresponds to a terrace of the river Jucar. 
The arrangement of these materials is clearly defined In the geological 
scheme: 

AREA X 
MINAYA (ALBACETE) 

~r'f't(·w; ~rtt~f'~i~r • cl'1'• ,L, • ,·,•j•:•,•, 1 • i I I 1, .Y(nrra t5 I 
1 

I '22'i"l 

lillllJ QUATERNARY-(Dliuvial deposits with "callche") 

§2:_§ MIOCENE - (Limestone) 

Pedologic survey. - The dominant soil in this Area Is a crust calca
reous brown soil with an A / ( B) / Ca / C development, dffflcult to 
find with ils natural genetic horfzons due to the constant farmfng since 
very long ago. Thus we have only being able to find and (A/(B) )p/Ca/C 
soil wllh crust lumps througho<it the profile (at the surface and throughout 
the mass) and stones over the travertinic crust. 
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In general these travertinic formations are srrongly intermingled With · 
soils formed from Ponlienslan limestones and, due both to the sundry 
origin of this allochthonous mantle and to the Intensive farming, It is not 
really easy to set up an origin that will explain the several formations 
observed, they are some more clayey areas intermingled with clear or 
stony areas which in turn display a general character of Ca horizons, 
but which occasionally cannot be differentlaied from the Pontiensian li
mestone, although It ls possible to be certain of their strong alteration 
and upward accumulation of calcium carbontate as a unifying character, 
Within the various brown, brown-reddish and reddish colourations of 
these soils. 

Summing up, despite the several criteria existing about the origin 
and accumulation of the materials and their scant natural character, we 
can set up a common denominator to all of them which really unifies 
them, namely the hard travertinlc powerful calcareous mantle which ls 
common to the whole of the Area. Th ls crust ls broken and lifted to 
the surface by tillage, imparting a stony aspect to these soils, mainly 
devoted to the cultivation of vine Pand cereals as wells as to olive yards 
and a few almond trees. 

These soils on account of their hight contents In calcium carbonate 
and the intensive cultivation are very low In organlca matter. The grea
ter intensity of the reddish colouration ls in direct proportion to thickness; 

The crusts indicate arid zones, but not desertic, as some degree of 
humidity is essential for the upwards. transportation of the soil solution 
loaded with carbonates. ' '' · 

PROFILE XIV 

Locality - Minaya (Province of Albacete) • 
Location - At the quarry of the railway station adjacent to Km. 226 of 

the railway. 
Vegetation - Gramineous plants and Composltae. 
Topography - Practically flat. 
Agriculture - Cereals and until led, vine and olive trees. 
Original material - Travertinlc diluvial on Pontlensian limestones. 
Drainage - Fair to fast. 
Profile development - A / ( B) / Ca / C. 
Elevation - 720 metres. 
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Depth 
In 

cm 

0-25 

25-50 

More than 
50 

Horizon 

A 

(B) 

Ca/C 

Description 

Clear reddish brown colour. Little or
ganic matter, only a few roots. Clear 
sandy texture and little developed gra
nular to grumous structure. Medium to 
weak consistency. Good permeability. 
Calcium carbonate throughout the pro
file. 

Reddish brown colour 7,5 YR 4/4. No 
organic matter Is appreciated, only a 
few roots. Clear texture with polyhe
dral structure, little developed and of 
.medium consistency. Good permeabi
lity. 

Dlluvlal travertinlc formation of varying 
potency which normally rests on the 
Ponti ens Ian limestones, some times with
out a clear differentiation. 

ANALYTICAL DATA 

Mechanical analysis 

Horizon 
Coarse sand 

% 
Fine sand 

% 

(A/(B) )p 31 ,20 43,40 

Physical analysis 

Horizon Bulk dens. Particle dens. 
Porosity 

% 

(A/(B)) P 1'45 2,56 43 
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Silt 
% 

Clay 

% 

11 '0 15,0 

Permeability 
mm./hour 

21 ,6 



AREA X - Minaya !ALBACETE! 

Scale (for hights only) 1 : 6. 000 
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Classification of the type of soil. - USTOCREPT CHALCHORTl
DICAL. 
Botanical investigation. - U Is a recently degraded holm-oak fores! 

I presence of Asparagus acutifolfus) very dry In summer. The thickner 
reamains of pin-oak groves are found In the gravelller patches. We may 
mention: Quercus ilex ssp. rotundifolla, Rhamnus alaternus, Rubia pe
regrina, Teucrlum chamaepltys, T. pollum, Daphne genldlum, Retama 
sphaerocarpa, Rosmarinus officlnalls, Phlomis lycnitls, Thymus zygis, 
.Koelleria vallesiana, Atractylis humilis, Hippocrepis cf. bourgaei, As
phodelus cf. cerasifier, Brachypodlum ramosum, Quercus cocclfera, 
Asparagus acutifolius, Helianthemum originafollum, H. cf. hirtum, Si
deritis sp. t Dactylis Qr. hispanica, Stipa tenacisima, s. lasascae, s. 
J.o,i~, Santolina cf. rosmarinefolia, Poa bulbosa, !-inum narbonense, 
Carlina corymbosa, Fumana flutlnosa, Dorycnlum suffrutlcosum. 

The Brachypodium ramosum usually takes shelter under tt")e shadow 
ol the pin-oaks. Thymus zygis is dominant in the clearings with a little 
T. vulgare, Fumana viscosa, Hellanthemum hirtum, H. saliclfolium, 
Poa bulbosa, Vici a sp. , Sangulsorba minor ssp. , Convolvulus canta
Qrica, Plantago apiexicale, Erynsium campestre, Arabis sp., Linaria su
pina, Hutchinsia petreae, · Erophila verna, .Sasina apetalcl, Cerastium 
cf, pumilum, Euphorbia lalcata, Erodium cicutarium, Brachypodlum 
distachyum, Silene cucubalus, Astragalus sesameus, Hippocrepls mul
lisiliguosa, Echinaria capitata, Alyssum alyssoides. 

On all depressions with more soil and greater humidity grow Poa 
bulbosa, with Dactylis gr. hispanica, Medicago sp., Taraxacum ssp., 
Salvia verbenacca, Anthem ls sp. , Malva sp. , Astragalus sp., and Re
tama sphaerocarpa. 

In fallow grounds and stubble fields Salsola kali dominates together 
with Vicia peresrina, Roemarfa -hybrida 9 Picnomon acarha, Vaccaria 
pyramidala, Polygonum eguisetiforme, Cynodon dactyl on, Triticum sp. , 
Asparagus acutifollus Chlndrilla Juncea, Bromus rigens, Chenepodlum 
albus, Amaranthus sp • 

Photo interpretative analytical study. 
Photograph data. - No. I 0. 890 - Roll 121 - Date: 5 July 1956. 
Height of flight: 5. 434 metres - Focal distance: 154, 19. 

In an Area so homogeneous as the one we are dealing with the pho
totone acquires a great monotony and no perceptible. changes are appre
ciated In the sterc>oscoplc pair. In the general tonality the grey colours 
are dominant, affected only by the properlies of the terrain surface, but 
no large variations are noticed due, as before, to the photographic pro
cess, nor are there any Influences ·of the reflective type, perhaps due 
to the flat nature of the area and the homogeneous aspect of its soils. 

Texturally the aspect of the photograph is basically mottled with a 
ioglcal, lltlle noilceable, very fine stippling, corresponding lo the vine
yard, and also a linear one corresponding to the plots and cereal cul
ilvations. There are small areas of natural vegetation, but which do 
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not reach the botryoldal texture iype on account of their low density. 
For these types of cultivation the textural characters be more clearly 

appreciated If the scale were not so small. 
Among the terrain elements two characters must basically be con

sidered for this Area, viz. the topography and regional drainage. The 
latter shows a disordered and phantom network with some sumps, It Is 
very little marked and of low density. it is not oriented owing lo the 
non-existent slope and we must think of the porous properties of the 
underlying materials which do not exercise control. Practice lly this 
network Is conditioned only by the microtopography. 

it may be regarded as devoid of integration or angularity, as there 
are really no authentic water courses, which are thus not embeded, 

it is really a particular and confuse drainage system decisively in
fluenced by the subsoil porosity. 

Because of the horizontallty of the terrain no erosion signs are ap
preciated and if erosion ever took place it was over the Miocene cal
careous material, have recently filled in an homogeneous manner with 
Quaternary deposits. Only man, with his work of land tillage and cul
livallon, has been able lo exert influence on the local transport of ma
terials and may be seen how man has lifted the crust and sometimes 
removed It in order to improve and facllitaie the working of the soils. 

As It can be seen from the longitudinal profile, the arrangement Is 
almost horizontal and, geographically, the Areas must be regarded as 
a Plain. We have termed the microtopography undulating, but account 
must be taken of the small scale adopted for level differences. 

The natural vegetation is practically confined to degraded spots, 
since the extensive agricultural practices have practically broken up the 
whole of the surlace. This agriculture decisively influences the photo
graph as regards seasonal changes in Its aspect. 

From the observed characteristics we may deduce the following 
conclusions: 

The original material must be considered under two aspects: there 
Is a Quaternary age covering which has filled in, to a varying degree, 
another underlying material. In other words there is an unconsolidated 
material fairly homogeneous, of superficial aspect on which there be
comes manifest the permeable character and the presence of calcareous 
crust or limestone chunks raised to the surface by the working and 
which sometimes become heaped. The excavations, readily noticeable 
on the photograph, indicate an exploitation of the underlying materials 
which appears lo be of a calcareous type and permeable, because des
pite the flat topographical position, the water does not accumulate at the 
surface, being percolated without large side displacements. This last 
characteristic may be seen from the lack of signs of erosion to any 
extent and from the motll Ing of the areas with more vegetation or grea
ter humidlly. 

This easy percolation explains the good granulometric equiHbrium of 
these soils and their homogeneous photographic superficial aspect, ol a 
fairly constant deposition, llttle altered on account of the scarcity of slopes. 
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The texture of the soils cannot constitute, therefore, an obstruction 
lo the movement of vehicles, at least on the date the photograph was 
taken. Really It may be anticipated that at damper times some difficulties 
will be faced, but this Is not clearly manifest, as the roads offer an 
unlmprovable aspect and a continuity not usually given with soils ol 
worse trafflcab ii fly • 

Perhaps the parcelation boundaries, sometimes with natural vegetation, 
and the extractions and accumulation of crusts, may constitute a restric
tion to some vehicles due to the stoniness of the soils, but really neither 
the movement of water nor the topographical position, nor the underlying 
materials themselves constitute an insurmountable obstructing factor. 

It Is possible to think of a certain heterogeneity as regards the depth 
of the soils, that is lo say from the level of the travertinic formation, but 
actually the dominant type of soil ls the crust calcareous brown soil, ol 
little depth, slight development and in which all the horizons are mixed 
by anthropological effects. Its flat topographical position with a very gentle 
undulating mlcrorellef, as well as the "climax" vegetation -at present in 
lull degradation- does not prevent the passage through these materials, 
which we may classify as exceptional from the point of view of their iral
licability. 

The grama grassers are found on either clayey soils or on soils with 
a crust of small thickness, very often surrounded by more permeable gra
vels. In the photograph they are distinguished by darker lines. 

The darker fields appear to be potato patches, in the region, on very 
clayey and deep earths (those fossilized by gravel crust) and in small 
damper depressions potatoes are usually planted in fallows which are 
well cared since spring time, They are sown in summer for growth In 
the autumn. Some of them may be seen in the photograph (one of them 
very large) and they are collected at the end of the autumn. 

Near the farm houses, particularly at Lober a and Casa Quemada, 
as well as Cubo del Marques and other parts, almond trees are usual
ly seen, very often in small fields or In fields aligned along roads near 
lo the houses. They are distinguished from the pin-oaks by their more 
Irregular tops and also by their different sizes. 

Vineyards, very abundant at raised and crusty grounds are badly 
distinguished in the photograph, but they can be guessed from a finely 
mottled grey tone at the end of the screen. 

The lllled fallows are dark although less than potatoe patches; rt is 
possible to see some clearer bands In their Inside corresponding to the 
crust removed by the plough, Over loose pin-oaks a clearer halo is 
also seen corresponding to the crust near the surface, this being the 
main reason why the trees have not become uprooted. 

Stubble fields and even fallows are readily passable during the sum
mer. in autumn alter the intensive rainfall the clay with travertine be
comes very sticky and adheres to the wheels ol cars causing loss of 
control by skidding on the mud. Puqdles are rare on roads ol difficult 
passage for ordinary vehicles. Transit conditions are good on gravels. 
Pin-oak woods are also passable as they form isolated groups, with 
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bush 30-60 cm, tall In the clearing and somewhat woody pasturage 

which predominates. 
Heaps are formed by the crust travertine and sometlnes mlsshapened 

and short wails ( 30-60 cm.) which are readlly passable, either with 

caterpillars or, by road openings, with ordinary vehlcles. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The interpretation of aerial photographs demands a simultaneous study 
of all the components and an evaluation, at the same time, of their mul
tiple effects and Interactions. It may be pointed out that not all the fac
~ors are of the same interest for case, in other word$, in some cases 
they may constitute a basis for study and classification and In others they 

may be entirely discardable, but any rate all of them must be methodi
cally analyzed. 

We have verified the need of effecting a control "in situ" of the cha
racteristics displayed by the photograph and not to rely exclusively on a 
photoanalylical interpretation. Although In the field of photogrametry or in 
certain photolnterprelatlons of a technical type its is possible to correla-
te and express everything by means of considerably accurate mathematical va-. 
lues, the whole becomes far more subtle In the photo-analysis of the sofls 
properties with a view to Its trafflcablllty, hence, it is neccessary to ta
ke into account the soil humidity factors, dates of the last rainfalls seasonal 
and cultural influences on the soil, and all this is only possible with the 
help of a careful prospection on the ground. 

We have thus verified that in Spain there is an intimate relationship 
between the soil and the geological material and also that although climatic In
fluence is important It is in general subordinate to the starting material. It Is 
therefore advisable to start from a good geological basis in order to ex
plain the development of the soil and Its properties with respect lo tra
lflcablllty. 

It has been possible to verify that, edaphologically, the topographical 
arrangement has great Influence on the types of soil. Also that cultural 
Influences notoriously affect the distribution of the soil types. 

Tone Intensity studies are very important but In general large diffe
rences in our stereoscopic pairs generally occur because of deficien
cies In the developing process. 

The study of the photgraphlc textures graflcally brings out many of 
the soil characteristics. We would draw attention to the lack of a clas
slflcatlon of the said textures In the range of the scale of the photographs 
we have and the necessity of tackling this problem. 

To a lesser degree ii would alsu be advisable to systematize, the 
classlflcallon of the remaining observed data, for the existent flight, such 
as, the classification of reliefs and networks. 

it would be Interesting to carry out an exhaustive study of a same 
geological material In different climatic areas, so as to be able to esta
blish a logical comparative basis. 
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We would also point oul lhal in consonance with the greater or les
ser Influence of lhe geological material on the sol is, changes also take 
place on lhe considerations directed to the estlmallon of a potential traf
flcablllty. 

The edaphologlcal study by Itself alone supplies data of Indubitable In
terest and provides solid bases for the selling up of lrafflcable Interest 
and provides solid bases for the setting up of lrafflcable values, 

In this connection it would be of high Interest lo study the same tlpe 
of soil on starting materials of different origin, and lhus be able to cor
l"{'lale lhe climatic effects. 

The vegetation Is closely related lo oilmatlc changes and hence the 
study there of Is lnteresling In order to correlate them wllh lhe soil ty

pes. As regards the possible llmltallons offered to the movement of vehi

cles on the soils It present no dlflculty In the direct Interpretation of aerial 
photographs, and so we do not consider the vegetation to be a factor 
of the first order In the considerations set up for the estimation of traf
flcablllty. 
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PHOTOE 
STUDIED 
AREAS 

SCALE OF GREYS 

I narrow 

H middle 

DI i middle 

UV large 

v large 

VI very large 

VII large 

vm large 

ux middle 

x narrow 

LEMEN T 

TEXTURE 

linear and 
mottled 

flecked 

linear 

ruggedly 

flecked or 
mollled 

flecked 

linear and 
sr,nooth 

granular 

rellculard and 
linear 

moliled 

s 

SCALE 

1:30.743 

1:29.705 

1:34.415 

1:31.052 

1 : 31 • 250 

1: 27. 586 

1:30.357 

1: 30 .ooo 

I: 30 .985 

1: 28. 985 

J\0,1 
{o} 



TERRAUN ELEMENTS 
STUDIED 
AREAS LOCAL POTENTIAL ACTUAL HUMAN 

DRAINAGE LANDSCAPE TOPOGRAPHY 
EROSION VEGETATION VEGETATION 

LAND USE INFLUENCE 

locally dendritlc limestone 
absent, loca- alliance Degraded horn- dry farming 

I undulating lly sheet Jn tense 
plateau O.uercion-illicis oak grove cereal and phantom 

erosion 

denciritic uncon- crested and alliance 
degraded hor.i-

Ii mountain gullies oak grove, Pin us forest small 
trolled valleyed Quercion-Jllicis 

sp. ar.d shrubs 

rolling and 
shee'I erosion sub-alliance 

uncultivated and 
111 dense dendrttlc penneplaln very high and Quercion rotun-

I 
pastures small 

valleyed 
rill erosion difoliae 

pasture 

thickly dendritlc undulating 
sub-alliance 

shrubs cereal and 
hills rills Quercion-rotun-

small pas- middle IV 
and controlled and basined 

difoliae 
and pasturage turage 

pinnate rolling and sheet-, 
sub-alliance 

degraded him-oak cereal, vineyards v or ano-
hills 

rlll 
Quercion-rotun- intense 

malous basined and gully 
difoliae 

grove and shrubs and fig trees 

VI dense barbed penneplaln 
rolling and very hight alliance Gyp so- degraded shrubs pasturage and 

small 
basined sheet and rill phillion and pasturage dry farming 

dendrftlc mountain crested and 
sub-alliance 

lavender and 
dry farming and 

and 
gullies Quercion-rotun- pine grove intense VII 

or ridge box-tree shrubs 
repo-

phantom val I eyed 
difoliae pulation 

associalion 

plain undulating Blechno-Fage- forest of Pi-
small VIII swallow hole absent forest 

tum-Pinetosum nus sp. 

blocky and sheet. rill 
sub-alliance degraded shrubs 

cereal and olive 
IX parallel plain Quercion-rotun- of intense 

val I eyed and gully 
difoiiae Geni sto-Cistion 

groves 

deranged 
sub-alliance dry farming (c~ 

x and 
plain a, sent C!uercion-rotun- shrubs real) and vine- intense 

phantom undulating 
difoliae yaros 



STUDIED 
ELEMENTS DERIVED BY DEDUCTION 

AREAS 
SOIL TYPE SOILS PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

PARENT MATERIALS SOIL PROFILE 
(VII th approxim.) PERMEABILITY PLASTICITY 

I 
1 to 2 ft. thick Ustochrept 

fair to very plastic limest9nes 
medium-grained calcortidico hight 

0 
w UJ I imestones, 0,5 to 1 ft; 
I- ...J II 4: <( marls and medium to fine Rendoll fair to hight low to fair o_ sand tones grained - a: 
6w 
Iii I- 0,5 ft. thick 

111 z <( shale Ustochrept slow fair 
0 :2 medium-grained 

0 0,5 to 1 '5 ft. 
IV granite thick coarse- Ochrept hight not plastic 

grajned 

0 detritic sedi- 2 to 4 ft. thick 

v w UJ ment clayey- medium to coarse Ultustalf low very plastic 

~ ...J sandy grained 

- 0 <( 
Gypsum :2 - ii and 

VI w ...J w gypseous None Us tent low to fair Not plastic 
(/) 0 I-

marls DI <f_ 

VII 5 :2 marls and 2 to 4 ft. thick Ustochrept 

0 sandstones fine-grained calcortidico low to fair fair 

VIII 0 sandy sedi- 1 to 2 ft. 

w (/) men ts coarse-grained Udall very hight not plastic 

~ ...J 
stony sedi-

1 to 3 ft' fine 
IX zO~ grained with Albacualf 

very low or 
plastic 

0 J a: men ts null 
very 

zow gravel·s 

(/) I-z <( diluvial depo-
1 2 ft. thick Ustochrept x 0 :2 sits with 11ca-

to 
fair to hingt fair plasticity 

0 iiche 11 
medium-gra-ined calcortidico 



TERRAIN TRAFF!CABILITY CHARACTERISTICS 

STUDIED SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS 

AREAS SLOPES HYDROGRAPHIC 
GULLIES 

TRESS SHRUBS ANOTHER % CHARACTERISTICS 
DENSITY DENSITY OBSTACLES 

rare to O to 5 
surface water 

I absent moderately 
moderately 

absent absent 

11 common high! moderate!y 
rocky out-

30 to SO rivulets 
cropping 

rocky out-
infordable water 

I II 
rare or 

absent 
rare or 

5 20 Qarrier subdivides '" absent absent cropping 
region 

loi of rocky 
rivulets and unfor-

IV absent absent 
rare lo a 

5 to 15 dable water barrier 
moderately outcroppings 

subdivides region 

patches present 
abundants rivu-v common and but not absent 5 to 10 

I 
lets 

rows common 

some water-
surface 

Vl absent absent moderately wayfl's 10 lo 30 
water 

terra-
absent 

ces 

patches 
a lot of More than 

VII numerous and dense 
40 

rivulets 
terraces 

rows 

vm absent dense 
rare to 

absent O to 5 
surface water 

moderately absent 

present 
small ponds and 

IX but not moderately 
rare or 

absent 0 
absent 

lo 5 
r.ivulets 

common 

rare or rare to 
boundaries par- surface water x absent ceiiation 0 io 5 

absent moderately absent 
cr-ust accumulated 



1 0 -

2.-
3.-

4.-

5.-

6.-

7.-

8.-
9.-
() 

10.-

1 1 0 -

1 2 0 -
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